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delay 
stays 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Energy 
Minister Alsstair Gillespie 
said Thursday that the 
federal government will 
stick with its proposal to 
delay a Jan. I oil price in. 
crease of three cents a 
gallon. 
But final approval of what 
the minister calls "the 
,principles of an agreement" 
will await a new round of 
talks with Alberta, which 
could take "a couple of 
days." 
Giliespte merged from a 
three-hour cabinet meeting 
at which the oil issue was 
discussed to say that the 
government felt it would not 
be desirable to have an oil 
price increase Jan. L 
Alberta Premier Peter 
Lougheed already has said 
he is willing to accept the 
federal proposal of putting 
off a Jan. I increase of $1 a 
barrel--three cents a 
gallon--until July 1 and 
getting afurther $1 on Jan. 1, 
19~0 in return. 
However, Gillespie said 
Thursday that he wants a 
provision in any new deal to 
cancel any increase which 
would put domestic prices 
above these in the United 
States. 
-A similar condition is in;.'. 
eluded in the current price 
pact with Alberta, which 
produces 85 per cent of the 
country's oil and natural 
gas, 
Skagway 
pipeline 
approval 
sought 
f 
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Arts 
display 
here 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -  
The U.S. and Canadian 
spansor, says it will file 
applications Dec. 8 with the 
U.S. interior department for 
the oil pipeline plan. 
The Canadian partners, 
'Alberta Gas Trunk Line Co. 
Ltd. and Westcoast Tran. 
smisaion Co. Ltd., are ex- 
pectod to file similar ap- 
plications with Canadian 
authorities. 
Early plans call for the oil 
pipeline to start at Skagway, 
a pert on Aiaka's southeast 
coast. Surplus oil could be 
moved to Skagway from 
Yaldez, the terminal for the 
existing transAlaskan oil 
pipeline. 
West coast markets in the 
United States currently are 
buying only about one-half 
the oil now flowing through 
the transAlaska pipeline. 
Kitimat 
pipeline 
surfaces 
KITIMAT, B.C. (C]P) --  A 
spekesman for the Kltimat 
Pipeline Co, said Thursday 
that the proposal to build an 
oil port on the north coast of 
British Columbia and a 
pipeline linking the port to 
Alberta wlll soon be in the 
spotlight again. 
George Wilkinson said in 
an interview he plans to tour 
northwestern B.C. and the 
Bulkley Valley to speak 
about the pipeline and talk 
with parties for and against 
the oil pert proposal. 
He will he in Prince Rupert 
Dec. 12. In early January, he 
is scheduled tobe in Kitimat, 
Terrace. and the Bulkley 
Valley. 
The oil pert propnsal has 
been in limbo since the 
federal government said 
earlier this year thai the port 
is not needed at this time. 
Wilkinson said there will 
soon he a need to import 
offshore oil 
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The Arts and Crafts 
ChristmAs Exhibition will be 
held in the Skeena Mall 
today from'3 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
and on Saturday during the 
mall hours. 
Local arts, and crafts 
people have been busy this 
week preparing for the 
?, . . . . . . . . . . .  
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RUPERT STEEL i SAI.VIGE 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL  METALS & BATTERIES  
MON, - SAT, 
OPEN TiL 6 p,m, 
Looafion Seal Oove Phone 624-665|. 
FROM t 'R TC 
Lions get 
go ahead 
Telethon 
to be 
allowed 
The Canadian Radio 
television and Telecom- 
munications Commission 
agreed Thursday to allow 12 
cable television stations in 
British Columbia to replace 
the signal of a Seattle public 
broadcasting service with a 
21 hour telethon to raise 
funds for crippled children. 
Fred Weber, manager of 
CFTK, said he received 
official • notification on 
Thursday that (CRTC) has 
approved applications from 
interior cable companies to 
held the Lions Christmas 
Telethon over channel 9 
beginning on Saturday, 
Dec.2. 
i approved the arrangement 
because of the charitable 
purpose being served. 
The telethon will he seen in 
Hope, Merritt, Penticton, 
Kelowna, Vernon, 
Kamloops, 100 Mile• House, 
Williams Lake, Quesnel, 
Prince George, Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
Lions Clubs in the Terrace." 
K i t imat-Pr ince Rupert 
viewing area are all set for 
the Telethon, says Frank 
Donahue, president of the 
Terrace Centennial Lions. 
He said Lions from the 
northwest zone will be 
nmking a cheque presen. 
tatian to the Telethon on 
Sunday at 12:30 p.m. The 
KI TIMA T FACES 
LEGAL BATTLE 
Mechanics liens 
amounting to $232,000 
have been placed on the 
dProperty under 
evelopment at the 
Kitimat City Centre 
shopping plaza. 
The lien includes 
$196,000 placed by Dorann 
Contracting Ltd. and 
$36,000 placedby sub- 
contractors. 
The District of Kitimat 
agreed to prepare the site 
for development as one of 
the conditions, in the sale 
of property to Haisla 
Investments for $650,000. 
The city cancelled its 
contract for grading with 
Dorann Contracting when 
the company failed to 
complete the works by the 
agreed ate of Oct.30. 
Mayer George Them 
saRI on Thursday that 
"the city is legally 
holding hack ceratin 
funds because Durann did 
not fulfill its obligations," 
The district will 
prepare the site in order 
to meet its contractual 
obligations with the 
developer. The work will 
be financed by $350,000 
already paid by Haisla 
Investments for land and 
site preparation. 
Weber said there were What's w r o n g  several conditions attached 
to the decision. One of those 
conditions i that CKVU-13 in 
Vanc°uver, a private " r  1 sks 
station, cannot show com- Lougneect• a 
mer~clAd~, : :dg~ing .... the .... • .. . • ,.. 
Telethon. ~ . . . .  ....... 
The commmsmn sald it 
Premier Peter Lougheed and Air Canada since 
stands apart from the other • becoming premier. 
provincial leaders with his Lougheed said he does not 
exhibition. '1 he Terrace Art This year tlw artisans will Lions hope to have Dana 
Association, with the be at the scene with their Penner, age 2, who is a 
cooperation of Lorne Dyck, displays. It. will provide cancer victim from Terrace, 
the mall manager, has people with a good up-' make the presentation. 
received over 33 entries for portunity to meet them and Darth Vadar, ~e popular 
the exhibition, discuss their work or par- villain from Star Ware, will 
The exhibition has been chase original paintings and he seen during the 
held in the library basement handmade Christmas gifts Telethon. Della Reeae, 
in previous years, directly from the makers. Sheri Lews, Jesse Jones, 
Ken Delo and Gall Farreli 
GOV'T IN PERIL 
P.E.I. Liberal resigns 
jeopardy. The new premier, 
Bennett Campbell, only has 
a one-seat majority in the 32 
seat house-- 16 seats corn- The only vacancy is Alex 
pared to 15 for the opposition Campbell's Fifth Prince 
Progressive Conservatives.. seat. 
T ime ran  out  
LONDON (CP ~ - Officials 
of the London Times, an in- 
stitution of British life and 
journa l i sm,  announced 
Thursday the newspaper is 
suspending publication in a 
showdown with labor unions. 
The suspension was an- 
nounced at a news con- 
ference by the newspaper's 
managing director, Mar- 
maduke James Ilussey. 
He said there will be no 
edition today of the 193-year- 
old newspaper and that the 
suspension will continue 
indefinitely. 
"Time Runs Out at the 
Times," headlined The 
Evening Standard which, 
with the rest o[ Fleet Street, 
warmly praised The Times 
fighting the test battle over 
new technology and union 
discipline. 
Talks had con l inued 
Thursday with some nl the 64 
labor groups rcpres'enting 
Times employees. 
Hut the National Graphical 
Association ~NGA:. one of 
nine major unions at the • 
ne~ ~i,aper, r, 'ma ined 
SUMMERSIDE, P.E.I. 
(CPJ -- Former Premier 
Alex Campbell has quit the 
Prince Edward Island 
legislature but says he won't 
leave the province he led for 
t2 years, 
He declined, however, to 
speculate on his future plans. 
Campbell said Thursday 
he would rather have .given 
his right arm than the 
resignation letter he banded 
to house speaker Russell 
Perry on Wednesday night. 
, His resignation as Liberal 
member for the Fifth Prince 
seat he has held since Febru- 
ary, 1965, ended a legislative 
career that led to the pre- 
miership in1966, and culmi- 
nated in a n~rrow re-election 
to a fourth term as premier 
last April. / 
He resigned the 
preoiership in ,September, 
stating then that he also 
would be leaving the 
legislature. He didn't, 
however, resign officially. 
The letter he submitted 
Wednesday was dated Sept. 
14 and said the resignation 
would be effective Sept. 18. 
Perry said it really becomes 
official when it is handed to 
the speaker and lhen tran- 
smitted to the lieutenant 
governor. 
The departur, leaves the 
Lih~,ral government m 
from the Lawrence Welk 
Show, Werner Klomperer 
who played Colonel Klink in 
Hogan's Heroee, Bobt~y 
Rhythm Pals, 
Gimby and Elmer Tipps and 
group will also bee seen. 
Donahue says two 
telephone lines for the Lions 
Telethon, which is set to 
begin at 8:30 p.m. on Dec.2, 
will he installed at the 
Terrace Bowling Lanes to 
receive pledges. The 
Telethon will run for 20V2 
hours. 
"We will be hold the local 
Bowlathon there to collect 
money to by hampers for the 
needy at Christmas," he 
said. 
He said people can either 
support the Bowlathon or the 
Telethon or both by calling 
635-7297 in Terrace and 632. 
7687 in Kilimat. 
The local CB radio club 
will collect he money' 
declaration that he sees 
nothing wrong in senior 
politicians accepting free 
trips from national airlines. 
A survey by The Canadian 
Press shows that eight of the 
nine other provinces enforce 
either formal or informal 
rules against acceptance of
"freebies." No comment 
was available from the office 
of New Brunswick Premier 
Richard Hatfleld. 
Lougheed, who admitted 
this week that he flew to 
Hawaii for two weeks in 
early November courtesy of 
CP Air, says he has accepted 
free rides from both CP Air 
Wflh speaker Russell 
Perry in the chair, the 
Liberal majority would be 
wiped out in house votes and 
would be re-asserted only 
adamant hat it would not when Perry exercises the 
dicker under threat of shut- speaker's right to break tie 
down. votes. 
The Times management 
was not backing down on To lurther complicate the 
opposing wildcat strikes that matter. Perry suffered a 
Lord Thomson of Fleet, heart attack this fall and 
Toronto-based president of spent time in a coronary 
Times Newspapers, says are care unit in (,harlottetown. 
necessary to keep the 
newspaper and its sister 
pub'tcations from being 
"slox ly bled to death.". 
The i,=,,or editor estimated 
in a front-page story that the 
suspension would last "two 
to three months." And true 
to form, small temporary 
slowdowu actions by a few 
mechanical employees lost 
68,000 copies of the "last" 
Times in the morning. 
The management claims a 
plague of such small-scale 
slowdown, many of them 
unauthorized by parent 
unions, have cost The Times, 
The Sunday Times and its 
three supplements more 
than 13 million copies this 
year. 
consider the practice wrong 
and added that he would not 
be against his cabinet 
members doing the same 
thing. 
"H it was with an airline 
with which we had no par- 
titular business activity or 
any possible way in which we 
could affect their pesitim, 
then sure, if it was offered to 
them I wouldn't have say 
objection," the Alberta 
premier said 
All olJPoaition leaders con- 
tacted in the other provinces 
said they did not condone 
politicians accepting free 
trips from airlines. 
Bennett. against 
freebie flights 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Premier Bill Bennett has 
decreed that no one in his 
office is to accept free tripe 
on airlines but one of his 
cabinet ministers aid she 
took a free flight to Hawaii 
two years ago. 
Provincial  Secretary 
Grace McCarthy said she 
represented the government 
on the inaugural flight by 
Pacific Western Airlines to 
Honolulu and did not see 
anything wrong with a 
politician taking that type of 
trip. 
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett said that when the 
New Democratic Party was 
in power Dave Stupich 
tNDP-Nanaimo) 
represented the B.C. govern- 
ment on a Japan Air Lines 
inaugural f ight. 
Environment Minister Jim 
Nielsen said earlier the 
government does not have 
any rules against accepting 
free trips on airlines. 
The issue was raised after 
Alberta Premier Peter 
Lougheed says he accepted 
free trips from CP Air, a 
private airline. 
A spokesman i  Premier 
Bill Bennett's office said 
today the premier ruled 
"from day one that nobedy in 
his office, including himself, 
was to accept free tran- 
spurlatinn." 
Thieves 
hit cars 
Terrace RCMP are in- 
vestigating three incidences 
of car break.ins and thefts 
from cars. Stolen Wed- 
nesday overnight were tape 
decks, tapes, camera and 
gear and some tools. One tool 
box has been recovered. 
Kilimat BCMP had no 
news to report, 
Novel prot st action 
OTTAWA (CP( -- The 
Commons saw an unusual 
protest in the spectators 
gallery Thursday when 28 
women--each wearing a 
white T-shirt with a large 
black letter--sat in for- 
mation to spell the message: 
Fund Women's Employment 
Projects. 
The silent demonstration 
by a group called the Ottawa 
Women's Lobby was a 
protest against federal 
government plans to remove 
women as a target group 
under the Outreach 
program, which provides 
funds for agencies aimed at 
helping d isadvantaged 
groups find work. 
The matter was raised in 
the Commons by Stanley 
Knowles (NDP--Winnipeg 
North Centre), who said 
women are particularly 
hard.hit by unemployment. 
Employment Minister Bah 
Cullen said women will not 
he cut from the Outreach 
program, since its services 
are available to men and 
women. 
He said his officials are re- 
viewing the program to see 
whether it is necessary tofi- 
nance agencies pecifically 
concerned with finding jobs 
for women. 
Justice Minister Marc La. 
londe, the minister 
responsible for the status of 
women, said the government 
would like to do more for 
women, but when unem. 
Phloyment is 8.2 per cent of 
e work force "we have to 
look afiei" all the unem- 
ployed." 
At that point, the women in 
the gallery took off their 
sweaters and Jackets to 
expose their T-shlrt 
message. A number of kiPs 
noticed the women, but did 
not comment, 
One group that has 
received funds under the 
Outreach program is the 
Women's Career Counselling 
Service. 
In a telegram to Culkn, 
the women termed 
r id icu lous  Cu l len 's  
statement last mmth that 
existing affirmative attire 
programs are enough to 
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Siamese 
twins 
to be 
tested 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Preliminary tests were 
being carried out today on 
Siamese twins joined at the 
cheat to determine whether 
they can be separated, a 
hospital spokesman said to- 
day. 
Dr. A.C. Pickles, executive 
director of Royal Jubilee 
Hnspital, said the girls, born 
to a 20.year-old Duncan, B.C. 
woman Tuesday, were still 
having respiratory problems 
because they were 
premature. 
"They are on ventilators 
and 
stable," Pickles said, adding 
the mother was also doing 
well. Officials have declined 
to identify the parents. 
Gynecaloglst Dr. Edward 
Prevost, who attended the 
delivery, said there were no 
indications before the birth 
that the babies were joined. 
1'hey were born by 
caesarean section and are in 
the intensive care unit. 
Pediatrician' Dr. Chor.Kei 
Chan was called in at the 
delivery to assist the 
premature infants, and says 
incomplete lung develop- 
their condition is. ment .is common among 
premature babies. 
He said separation, which 
usually takes place several 
months after the birth, can 
only be made after it is 
determined which organs, if 
any, the twins have in 
common. 
"At the present time we 
are only concerned about 
their respiraturz problems," 
he said. 
Prevost said the babies 
were very alert and breathed 
readily at birth. "It wasnot a 
~ar t i cu la r ly  d i f f ieul l  
elivery and went very 
smoothly." 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,,. 
Most Anything- Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8.6 
636 1417 4946 Greig/~venue i Phone 65S.7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANITIES • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
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BRAD REESE 
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Hours: Men.:..Sat. 6.t 
Dealer LicenSe - 4946 lreig Number 02013A 
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TERRACE ANSWERIN~"BUREAU 
ANSWERING, 
P-X'GING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V$ 
636-6929 
Tenaoe Electronic Repairs Ud. 
SERVIHG TERRAOE & KITIIDAT 
. • SERVICE •OH'ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MeN. - SAT. 8 a .m. .  $ p.m. 
4623 Lakelse 635-4~ 
2907 CLARK ST. TERRACE: B.C. 
"DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
/ ~ r RadioPhone 
Coppe~ 
tP, e~ 
Phone 
635-2948 
3923 Simpson Cresent 
"COOK ~:  NOOK" 
Buy, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Books 2 for 1 
We have a good selection of Hard Covered Books. 
Open New Location 
10-6 Tue. - Thu~ -Sat. 
3211Kalum 10-9 Friday 
GLACIER . 
L ,,.'I, 4418 Legnen Avenue 
A ¢~ ¢'0~' Terrace, B,O. 
S ,b ~"  
S ~O A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Resorted 
For Your ld. 
~o.O t~e 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Grelg 635-5232 
II==-,;E..-. 
Yellowhead Fire Protection and 
lk'enowhecM Sec.rflics ~ Ltd. 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR 
4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C, PHONE (604) 635.3863 
V8G 3N5 OR (604) 635.3861 
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POSITION MARGINAL 
Boattopplng & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops • 
Toronto-based Abitibi Paper business is booming, but v:e crow a bit by saying that 
Pu lp  and paper  p*' 
Co. 
"We produce 20 million 
tons  of pulp and paper 
products and we consume 4.5 
million tons, so we have to 
peddle it," 
Consolidated has pulp and 
paper investments in its 
major markets, 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The 
pulp and paper industry in 
Canada is a marginal sup- 
,plier to the United States and 
the European Common 
Market and can be displaced 
at any time, says William 
I.M. Turner, president and 
chief executive of Con- 
solidated-Bathurst Inc. 
"We are the marginal sup- 
pliers to everybody," Turner 
said in an interview before 
Consolidated confirmed 
Thursday that it had pur- 
chased 9.4_ pe r cent of 
don't have the swings at the we're the only company 
bottom either." which has maintained 
Consolidated's pa ck:l~.;h];, dividends," 
division this yea:' vail (,(,n- The company has major 
tribute only 30 per cent of inw:stments in West Ger- 
profits because ~hc to~m" many 
Canadian dollar tins !)u,,'tit'.d "We and MacMillan 
pulp and paper profits=. ',,., ;'t~ Blocdel lad, are the only 
per cent, Turner said, .~;~:'.~' ol]es with significant in- 
"Diversification takes years, profits are % per cent 
some of the swings out of .  packaging and :;o per ,~m~ 
foreign exchange and othe.r pulp and paper, 
factors," he said. "The whole reasm: v, ny 
"That means we don't we're in pack~gi.,(~ i> w 
have the same swings when weather the stu; m a~:*,l "'i~ 
¢cstments in the Common 
~.lark(:t," he said, "We are 
ai,;o line of the companies 
that invests in the U,S." 
Turner, 49, came to 
(',~nsolidated as president 
a m] chief executive officer in 
~:;, Jrom the presidency .of 
parent (,,ontpany, Power 
C.rp, 
]:e said he expects a 20. 
pc~.'cent return on invested 
tapir.el tiffs year and "I think 
we're going .to look for a 
t.~:tter year in 1979 than 
1978." 
[i~ lean times, the return is 
between two per cent and 
!hlee per cent, he said, so a 
20-percent return in good 
times means an average ~f 
t0 per cent--what an in- 
vestor could g~Aby putting 
his mon,ey~ ini, bdnk cer- 
tfficatps.': ::ii " 
• Ttirnei sfiid investment a  
Consolidated is done on a 
fiveyear plan' and the 
company has it/vested about 
$50 million a yea::in the last 
four years regardless of the 
cycle. ' ' ' ",."' 
Consolidated i~'waiting for 
approval of some projects it 
has submitted to'tile Quebec 
government. 
What provineidl govern- 
ments should do, Turner 
said, is spend more money 
on reforestation. 
Canada's forests could be 
competitive because the 
fibre is better, but growing 
time must be reduced to 50 
from 70 years, he said. 
:ightthe 
cnppmrs 
. [-m~:r,yse~a. t,,stt~ma, Tuberculosis 
C~uon~c BronChitiS. Air Pollution 
]:Chris tlmaS:~::' ;i i;~: 
i,i s ~j,s ........ i ' r  
TURK[  
", ~ ~f:; 
EVERY SATURDAY T ILL  DECEMBER 9,~'~,:! ]~AI~Y ~.~UCKY 8HOP- 
PERS WILL  WIN A TURKEY (OVER 100 TU~?:gYS  YO B.~ WON). 
IF  A SHOPPER IS  MAKING A PURCHASE WH ag, N TIdE TRAVELL ING 
ALARM CLOCK R INGS- -HE OR SHE W[N~/'~ ,.,c..'.B._,M AS TURKEY 
JOIN THE FUN EVERY SATURDAY - -  THE, T~?.AVELLING ALARM 
CLOCK COULD R ING ANYT IME,  .~ . . :~-~. , ,~- .  Ig] THE MALL. 
WiN THE 
C . . .  
\ ,  
Win A Weekend For ''~ 
SILVER WINGS TOUR - Inc ludes  h :)m Ter race  A i r~ct  re~m'n and hotel 
accommodat ion .  
~ ~ ! '  ' ~..~o,.V'"*°"'v'~*°"- I ~ • , Z! ~,, .... f i i tv  fi ~. ~'~ ~_ 
ml. I  ql . 
SATURDAY SALES SL IPS  FROM ALL PARTK;~PATING MER-  
CHANTS WILL  BE  ENTERED IN THE DRAW FOR THE RENO 
WEEKENDER TO BE  HELD SATURDAY,  JANUA~.Y 20. 
IN ADDIT ION ALL SALES SL IPS  WILL  BE ELIG.~BL~ FOR A DRAW 
TO BE HELD EVERY FR IDAY T ILL  DEC, 29 FOR A FL IGHT BAG. 
Be In 
. ,  0it, Hall 
On 1-8 
-~  ~ OITY OENTRE MALL -~[~I~7[MAT .... .;, ~: 
-~"~~,~: .T ' , ,  -4e- '  +. 
HALL IwELL  
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W, Seats 
recovered In original color and material, front & back 
$225 • Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
Corvetter supplies, Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635-4348 
Call us at 636-6367 9 to 6 
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:. Thoa'nhlll residents will be levy to home owners to 
• raked on Jan.6 to vote on a towards the service. This 
• referendum for an in- levy will he in the areas 
tqmted water  system in ule where the water system will 
Horseshoe, Kirkaldy and be developed, says Mar- 
- .. Queeusway areas. _ cellin. 
" i f  the refernedum is Marcellin says there has 
I tL t ; I I INAI  I I I .~IRIC1 ( l f  K I I IMAT S I IK IN |  
I t I I I I IN" I I  I [NGINEERIN(~ S IU I IY  
P,It lPOS! |1 WAI  | R ,qllPPl Y SY,~| | M 
I l l  , Iq~l lN , ;  VtPI tO  XEMA,N 
I pNl)~l~;111 , 'ON~I Rtll!l ION 
t?  I ' lAkq l  f IR  IN  ,Nt : I i ,~ 
J P~d I~UNI IARY OF ~o)OSln  SPECI ' I |O  AREA 
.' On top of the above coats 
tlmre will be a. two mill  tax 
• j '  * 
4 
t*  
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Thornhil l  referendum explained 
water system for many 
years, said Marcellin. 
A recent engineering 
report revelaed there was an 
exonomic advantage in a 
single integrated water 
system, a slight economic 
advantage in a groundwater 
owners will been some confusion about source as opp~ed to a river 
pay $450 for the who can vote. A resident is infiltration gallery and no 
initial service connection anyone who lives in Thor- economic advantage in 
from tbe main line to the nldll, including people who connection to the existing 
property line; 80 eenta per rent or board, who has lived 'Ter race  munic ipa l  
frontage foot to recover the there for three months, has system, he sei'd. 
ceala of imta l l~  the water been a resident of B.C. for The ground water source 
. .  ~yatom and an annual user six months, a resident of • will be located in the area 
' rate of $72 to cover main- Canada for 1~ months, is 19- whicb lies to the northwest of
tmance and operating coets years-old or ever and is a the Woodland Heights 
of the system, says Bob Canadian subject or British Trailer Court, he said. 
Marcellin, aplanner with the subject. Anyone who is net a People who already have a 
RngioMl District of Kitimat- registered voter can sign a water system in the Copper 
Stild~, declaratlou at the polk. Mountain School area 
The regional district has" (Kirkaldy) will not have to 
been looking . at the pay Connection charges. 
feasibili~ of a Thornhill That system will be looped 
2 
~. ;~"  
,~.,.:.. . . . .  .. . 
: '  Irene Homer, owner of The Gaollery 
I : '  ' , ": 
il " 
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Former resident with dancers 
; ',:' The Anna Wyman Dance as Public ' Relations has been active in regional 
'~ ":' '~ ':' Tbt l l~  is pleased to an- Manager. politics, having been cam- Price, who has spent most paiSn organizer for lona 
of his life in nm'thern B.C., Campagnolo, MP Skecna. 
The company has just brings to the company mm'e 
than ten years of media and 
photography experience. 
While edlto¢ of tbe Pr ln~ 
Rupert Daily News, Price 
represented the Terrace• 
Klttmat-Rupert area as the 
re~onal repra,mtatlve on 
the B.C. Arts Beard. He has 
had several photography 
xlflbltiono in the  area and 
• nounca the appointment of AI 
Price, formerly of Terrace 
'.,... re .tin'ned from an extremely 
mece~ul  tour of Ontario 
and Quebec, and is currently 
prepar~ ne~ works for a 
tour of Vancouver Island 
aned for February, A 
y year is planned for 1979, 
with the pesslbiflty of a 
northern B.C. tour being 
worked on for the fall. 
, I WEATHER 
k " , ' . "  
• , ,i ii#: ">": ' A ridge of Id~ pre=ure 
~:i ~ ./;,,.,~./~'. developing over the northern 
i:~.~:..' '; <';. ptrt  of tbe province Is giving 
~, :t/,~, ::: ::,.'., i~ [mlmLY, day, cnol eondiUom to 
i:~i?'i:;: ":-: ~ Thrrace-Kltlmat area. 
, .., , ~. Temperatures will reach a 
i-"''/ ~.' high of about 0 degrees 
i';'::: "/71 C~Itm IMs altemoon., and 
'/:~!;.¢ ,. . drop to around-5 aq~'ces 
! : :~ ,....::. Cbliins tanight. 
~ !:',!i;,~.:i~:~::. A weather system : 
i '~,,. i ,,::" :( ~. Ahu~ b weakening, but 
-~,.~,,~,". ': still a pa,.'t~d_, tobang some 
~:,'~"::' ~)!~i:.>,':'doud lind light snow to the 
: !'!~(.":..::' "rnglea tomorrow, •'~he I.ong 
i":?i" .... '::~ rs~eoutlodt predtcmcooler 
"",'i'i :: ': . w~ther next week. 
'g ' . ; - i , i . .  '. 
'NEATHERL~D OVERSEAS 
into the proposed system, he 
said. 
The Bench area will not be 
involved in the proposed 
system because it already 
has a private community 
system that is working well, 
he said. 
A community water 
system is a less expensive 
alternative on a per 
household base, allows an 
individual to connect o this 
supply at a reasonable rate, 
and has the advantage of 
rteiring construction costs 
over a period of 20 years 
through frontage or parcel 
tax, says Les Watmongh, the 
Thornhill director on the 
regional board. 
.. Another advantage is an 
improved fire protection 
system which will maintain 
or reduce fire insurance 
Nel  r 
gallery 
opens 
The Gaollery Arts and 
Crafts Shop will open at the 
corner of Lakelse Ave. and 
Kalum St. on Monday, Dec. 
4, says the owner Irene 
Horner. 
The shop used to house the 
local RCMP detachment and 
the old spelling of jail was 
gaoll. That was so e l (~e to 
the spelling of gallery that 
Horner decided to connect 
the new with the historic 
significance of the building. 
So far people seem pleased 
that there is a shop like this 
one going into Terrace, sic 
said. "My biggest problem 
right now is lack of room." 
There will be paintings, 
carvings, batik, weaving, 
macrame, wicker products, 
pottery and porcelain, metal 
sculptures and ehildren'n 
furniture sold at the 
Gaollery. 
Horner says there is an 
"active arts community in 
Terrace and the consumer 
market for art products is 
good. 
rates and could be in- 
strumental in making 
mortgage moeny more 
available to the area, says 
Watmongh. . .  
Readers hould note that 
the newsletter circulated on 
Thursday was in'error When 
it said the referendum was 
on Dec. 7. That day is a 
Sunday and the refere~um 
will be held on Saturday, 
Dec. 6. ?~l, 
: / .  
Og 
;P 
dRequ i res  a sanl~ Forwt Tecli.ni. cinn .with a minimum two (2) years layout expermnce pros some ragging 
sopervislm expeflm~, Candidates must be prepared 
to work out of an Isolated camp one hundred and fifty 
(150) miles nm'thwest ofPrince George. Salary will be 
compenaerate with experience. Contact: 
D.Dow 
N,O.M. Box 789 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 4T3 
( 56,1-7761 ) 
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DOUKHOBORS 
New terror seen 
VANCOUVER t ( ' !  m A ~,pteml)vr  h)cnsure  it is not '"~,ll;l l rt, it l ly .~'t.al')..~; US IS 
new,  younger  gen¢:l 'athl l |  of bon lbed ,  ; inolh¢,l" un ion  thai  Ihi.s yt)ttngt, r genera l i !m 
ter ror i s ts  cou ld  rev ive  the  member  sa id .  has  lilt i l lus ions  al loUl  idc; Is. 
Immbings and mass ;u'sons l)espitclhreatsonpeople's . . Iht ,y  jus t  practice 
that struck Casllegar and lives, arson damage lerrorism.'" 
other communities i.  estimated at belwcen $2.5 'l'hv JR, w breed of violence 
southeastern  Br i t ish 
Columbia Iwo decades ago, a 
spokesman for l)oukhoh)r 
sect said Thursday,. 
Despite numerous war- 
nings and pleas from the 
Doukhobor community, the 
provincial govermnent is 
ignoring the problem, hoping 
it will pass with the death of 
members of the Sons of 
Freedom. religious sect, 
George Kooehin said in a 
telephone interview. 
In a renewed bid to get 
provincial government at- 
tention for the problem, the 
Union of Spiritual Com- 
munities of Christ has ap- 
pealed to the Central Koote- 
nay Regional District to 
pressure the attorney- 
general's ministry for ac- 
tion. 
Koochin, a executive 
member of the union, which 
represents about 8,000 
members in B.C., said' the 
strife between the two 
groups is growing worse 
rather than diminishing. 
Guards are posted around 
the clock at the homes of 
members whose lives and 
properties have been 
threatened, he said. 
S ince  1975, when the 
Brilliant community hall 
near here was destroyed in 
an arson fire, the union has 
kept a 24-hour-a-day watch 
on a new hall to protect it 
from a repeat attack. 
Volunteers stand over the 
grave of a Doukhobor 
woman whose home was set 
afire following her death in 
and $3 million in the last 
eight years, and ominous 
signs of even greater 
violence, the government 
has done little to solve the 
problem, he said. 
"For the last three years, 
we have requested about 
every three weeks an 
audience with Garde Gar- 
dmn iprovincial attorney- 
general), but every time we 
have been refused," Koochin 
said. 
lie said the union has 
spoken to a ministry civil 
servant, but promises of 
action, including a special 
committee to study the 
problem, have been broken, 
he said. 
"They Ithe government) 
think the problem will 
dissolve by attrition," he 
said. "That is very much of 
an illusion." 
Koochin said the Sons of 
Freedom, a splinter group 
numbering about 2'000, has 
passed through several 
phases in its protest. 
• Essentially a group el 
purists who see the union as 
leading the fleck astray, they 
first protested by setting 
examples, uch as carrying 
the vegetarian credo of the 
sect to extremes by refusing 
to wear leather shoes around 
.the turn of the century. 
Then came a period of per- 
suasion in which they at- 
tempted to win union 
members to the Sons of 
Freedom cause. The 
emerging roup is the most 
radical, however, he said. 
was t IP t l | . l L , , t r ; l l ed  in  I1 
rot'Pat int'tth,nl tn Br i l l i an t ,  a 
predonmmntly L)oukhohar 
community. 
A gang of youths in their 
20s dragged a caretaker out 
of a home before setting it 
ablaze, he said• 
Ktmehin said they picked 
the home because it 
belonged to Anna l'etrova 
Markow~. an active union 
member and the daughter of 
a Doukahour founder. 
The ItCMP has supplied 
the union with the names of 
12 members whose lives and 
homes are on a list of future 
victims, he said. The union 
has also received direct 
threats. 
Unchecked, he said, the 
terrorists could initiate a 
new wave of destruction 
reminiscent of the 1950s and 
1960s when a West Kootenay 
Power and Light Co. power 
line was bombed and 
numerous homes destroyed. 
RCMP are frustrated by 
the'apparent i ability of the 
courts to deal with the on- 
going problem, he said. 
While numerous arrests 
have been made, almost all 
defendants have been freed 
by the courts. 
Koochin said the appeal to 
the regional district is a 
desperate attempt "
The district has sent a 
letter asking the attorney- 
general "to take immediate 
action to eliminate acts of 
terrorism and arson against 
taxpayers in the 
Kootenays." 
. t " . ' 
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LAW 
TALK 
by Gordon Hardy 
During the 1972 sitting of B.C.'s legislature, In- 
dustrial Development Minister Waldo Skfllings called 
then-Liberal leader 'Pat McGeer a "queer". McGcer 
called Deputy S~aker  Herb Bruch "an inco .mpe~ 
ass". Labor Mimster James Cl~aoot accusea me ~uv 
of "cheap commie  tactics." NDP MLA Ernie .Hall 
invited Chabot to get himself "a new pair of jack- 
boots." Dave Barrett called W.A.C. Bennett an 
"arrogant dictator." 
Strong words, perhaps even defamation in some 
circumstances, but not one of these insults resulted in 
a law suit because anything said in the legislature is 
privileged, meaning the person who utters it is exempt 
from normal libel and slander laws. 
Libel lawyer Peter Butler says, "The minute you 
"step out of the legislature or House of Commons and 
say these things you're in trouble but you can say 
• ,, %!, 
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"'Maifinga letter is getting so expensive, it'll be cheaper to go in person. "" 
THOSE RICH ALBER TANS 
They,re willing to wager 
OTTAWA 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Just look back over the 
OTTAWA - The New 
Democrats just can't get 
enough of the postal 
workers. 
They're the strike-crazy 
union that everybody -- even 
other sectors of organizes 
labor -- loves to hate. 
But not the NDP.  
The socialists showed 
again -- as if it ever were 
necessary-- just where they 
stand. 
With the postal workers, 
right or wrong. 
And, since the other side of 
the coin can only read one 
way -- against the tax- 
yers. 
one in the Commons, the 
New Democrats ta lked-  
and voted -- against the 
hack.to-work legislation. 
Then they wept tears of 
sympathy over the way the 
government was bullying the 
poor, put.upon postm 
workers.. 
But that's par for the NDP 
course. 
When you watch them and 
listen to them over the years 
- -  they're consistent in their. 
contempt for:the taxpayers 
- -  you wonder how such well. 
respected MPs as Stanley 
Knowlea and Max Soltnnan 
can take P.. 
It must be that tht good, 
grey Knowles is so wrapped 
bop in his life-loug crusade for 
etter pensions that he 
doesn't notice the economic 
idiocies of the NDP 
militants. 
NDP record, and its support 
of the striking postal 
workers fits. 
For instance, it was the 
NDP and its nutty "it's only 
money" philosophy that 
supported and prospered 
from the Liberals' crazy 
giveaway programs before 
threatening nat ional  
bankruptcy forced the 
government into spending 
restraints. 
Millions of dollars were 
flushed away in LIP, OFY, 
Company of Young 
Canadians, and other grants 
since Trudeau came to 
power -- and it was 
frequently NDP-organized 
groups that iagooned it. 
The NDP hiphip.hurrahed 
every anti.business Trudeau 
move to nationalize industry 
through such big federal 
spenders as Petroean and 
the Canada Development 
Corporation. 
When the taxpayers 
almost caught up with 
q~-udeau ifi the 1972 election, 
cutting him down to minority 
size, it was the NDP who 
kept him in power and 
pushed through his splashy 
spending sprees . in 
Parliament. 
And now in these new days 
of Liberal restraint and the 
85-cent dollar, with Trudeau 
in despecatis~ cutting back 
on government spending 
waste and extravagance, it 
has been the NDP which 
berated him as a tightwad 
inflicting hardship on the 
helpless. 
Ever bear of a helpless 
public servant? 
Even know just one of the 
5,000 who are supposed to he 
subtracted from the tax- 
payers' payroll? 
So the country public debt 
has jumped by tour than $20 
billion -- that's billion, ~0 of 
them -- in only the last two 
years. 
Who cars? 
Not the NDP for sure. 
Th.ey're still urging bigger 
~nd '~ better government 
s~fidlfigi" and to hack with 
the deficit and the plunging 
dollar, to stimulate the slack 
economy. 
It's been tried, for the last 
I0 years by Trudeau, and It 
hasn't worked -- except in 
reverse. 
anything you want in Parliament." EDMONTON (CP) --  
Likewise, anything said in court is privileged. Albertans wager more than 
Butler says, "A judge can be as malicious in court $250 million a year in illegal 
as he wants te be. A witness can, too. You must have betting, police say. 
freedom to ~lk in court." "There's a lot of money in 
Calgary and Edmonton and 
Another area where privilege is absolute, meaning . if ~ ,c~t  be bet legally, it 
where libel and slander laws do not apply, is between will be bet illegally," says 
husband and wife. 
As Penny Bain writes in a Vancouver People's Law 
School booklet on libel and slander law, "if Harry tells 
his wife that Fred is a dirty crook, the occasion is 
privileged." 
Neither can husbands and wives sue each other 
under defamation laws - -  "ff they could, the courts 
might be full of suits", Butler sa~s. 
The law also allows for somethmg called qualified 
privilege which refers to occasions when the interests 
of socmty take precedence over those of the in-- 
dividual. For example, a former employer can for- 
ward an opfnion about an employee to a prospective 
employer, as long as he does it m good faith. Credit 
ratings enjoy the same status. 
But if this privileged information is passed on with 
malice or if it reaches persons who are not involved, 
then the privilege may be lost- -  the result may be an 
expensive libel suit. 
An important category of qualified privilege is that 
accorded the press - -  fair comment. This recognizes 
that the news media should be able to comment on 
matters that are of public interest. Obviously, neigh- 
bors arguing over the back fence do not qualify under 
this exemption. 
As long as a writer confines himself to making 
comments in the public interest based on facts truly 
stated, he is not hable to libel, even if his opinion is 
• incorrect. 
As an example, Bain writes, "A critique of an 
author's new play would be allowed, but references to 
the author's private character would not." 
Fair comment was one of the defences used this 
year by The Vancouver Sun in a libel suit brought 
against it by Paul Halprin, a department of justice 
lawyer who acted for the United States government 
during the deportation of native Indian militant 
Leonard Peltier. 
'Halprin claimed he had been libelled in aa article 
quoting another lawyer's criticisms of the conduct of 
the U.S. government. The judge dismissed the action, 
noting that the courts had to be careful not to muzzle 
the press. 
But criticism of the courts themselves i dangerous 
ground for journalists. Just this year Southam Press 
and a reporter for the Prince George Citizen was fined 
$800 for publishing an article which criticized the 
dismissal of a juror in a B.C. Supreme Court murder 
case. 
The judge found the article in contempt of court, 
noting it was "of vital importance to the public thaat 
the authority and dignity of the courts should be 
maintained." 
Vancouver Sun columnist Allan Fotheringham was 
cited for contempt of court when he called a judge 
callous and unthinking in his conduct of an inquest into 
the murder and rape of a little girl in Surrey. He got 
off. 
Libel lawyer Peter .Butler calls the case "bor- 
" n derline - -  that case has subsequently bee used on 
many occasions by defence lawyers in contempt 
cases. 
Obviously, both judges and the public have become 
inured to stronger language in the press compared to 
the days when the Attorney-General of B.C. suc- 
cossfully brought a little-used crt~!lal  contempt 
charge against the Georgia Straight newspaper for 
calling a judge a Pontius Pilate. 
For more information please contact he Vancouver 
People's Law School for its booklet, Libel & Slander, 
by writing 2110-C West 12th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. or 
telephone 734-1126. 
S.Sgt. George Flake, a senior 
RCMP gaming specialist. 
"Canada-wide, you're 
locking at in excess of $1 
billion bet illegally. But 
that's just a conservative 
estimate. There's little way 
of doing an accurate audit." 
Cpl. Pat Hales, RCMP 
gambling and morality co- 
prdinator ,.for Alberta, 
believes last weekend's Grey 
Cup game attracted more 
than $500,000 inillegal bets in 
Calgary and Edmonton, 
That figure takes into 
account money bet only 
through bookmakers and 
excludes money wagered in 
small office pools. 
But the figures are only 
estimates and Cpl. Hales 
says there are many buck- 
makers with a small, at- 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes Its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public inlet esI 
wil l  be printed. We do, however, retain the ri~hl 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edif letters for 
style and length. All  letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. We ask that letters 
be fyped and double spaced. 
• fluent and discreet clientele 
tiC'police never hear about. 
S.Sgt. Flake knows of well- 
ho~d high rollers betting 
m~ than $100,050 on the 
re~lts of a single sporting 
event. 
Police in the province's 
two largest cities eay they 
know of 10 to 15 big.time 
bookmakers with any 
number of runners working 
for them. 
The profits are con- 
siderable. 
"A bookmaker once told 
me a bookmaker takes 
approximately $10,500 a 
week in action,", says Insp. 
Chahley of ~dmonton's 
morality squad. "Some 
would take more, some 
lees." 
Court evidence arlier this 
month revealed a grocery 
store owner made a profit of 
;8,000 in one day for taking 
bets on horse races in 
Calgary. 
A el/eat had told the man 
on a wiretapped telephone 
~cenversation: '*You are 
going to be a millionaire 
before long." 
Police say a bookie 
operating out of an Ed- 
monton restaurant was 
taking about $5,000 a day on 
football and hockey bets last 
winter. 
S.Sgt. Flake says a 
Toronto bookmaker with 
only 15 clients had profits in 
excess of $1 million one year. 
The profit margin is 
usually about 20 per cent 
more than the face value of 
losing wagers. 
In a society where betting 
is so accessible--Alberta h s 
Hales. "They're a hard 
group of people to in. 
filtrate." 
And penalties tend to he 
stiffer in Eastern Canada.. 
S.Sgt. flake recalla a Mon- 
treal bookte wh~r~,'as'jalled j 
six months, fined~d~0001mll 
had about $50,050blseize~ 
from a secret hiding place in ' 
his residence in 1977. 
An Edmonton bookmaker /~ 
who earns anywhere bet- 
ween $25,000 and $50,000 a
year retains a $2,-000-a-day 
lawyer if charged. If he's 
fined, he can afford it. 
Before the advent of lot- 
Or if he is aware of them, 
he must regard it as the 
price to be paid for con- 
tin.uation of his platform- 
imlpR'izi,parllament: 
::Si~c~'~ll those years from 
lt~:fll'sf~kction i  1942 to the 
Commons to  his present 
stature there as "the con- 
science of the House", who 
could imagine Stanley as a 
member of'anything but the 
NDP. 
In more than one sense, 
the taxpayers -- especially 
pensioners -- can thank God 
for Knowles, since he is one 
: among.the most liberal gain- fades and.more liberal laws of. the few. Rali~te among the 
~bling laws in the Country--:: ',liCensing ~sin~ ilfAibei'~'i ~~ ~.o~o~e.'mh'd h~tte'r~'0f hi~ 
~enforeing,.'. Criminal ...Code gaming :ex[~rts sn~gnsted: ~ ~Y(y.'.~? ':" .............. : 
provisions on' illegal gain- for every $10 bet legally at ' 
bling is not always a high places like the pari-mutuel Max Saltzrnan -- who has 
priority with police. 
Nabbing a bookie takes 
time and manpower. It in- 
volves expensive and 
thorough investigations 
requiring considerable ex- 
pertise by detectives. 
"They (bookmakers) are 
very paranoid," says Cpl. 
wicket, another $90 was 
funneling through book- 
makers or into gaming 
houses. 
S.Sgt. Flake says the ratio 
now is about 50-50, which 
means about $2.50 million is 
wagered illegally in the 
province ach year. 
often been accused of being a 
closet Conservative and has 
denied it only with a laugh -- 
is another quieting influence 
amid the militants. 
NOT KINK Y NO W 
Waterbeds being accepted 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
once-exotic waterhed is on 
the move--both insales and 
on the nation's highways. 
"We are selling wat~beds 
for fitting in campers and 
semitrailers," says Brian 
Christoff, president of New 
World Design Industries of 
nearby Surrey. 
The company, formed 
three years ago, employs 
seven people manufacturing 
waterbeds in a plant in Rich- 
mond, another Vancouver 
suburb. 
"Most of the customers 
who want a mobile waterbed 
already have one at home," 
said Chrlstoff. "They are so 
sold on the comfort and 
better sleep they get that 
they want to enjoy the 
benefits even when they're 
camping." 
More and more Canadians 
are rocked to sleep by the 
undulating motion of water 
contained in a plastic sack. 
The idea isn't new--the 
ancient Persians discovered 
the soporific advantages of
water mattresses 3,000 years 
ago by sleeping on sealed 
goatskins filled with water. 
Canadians are spending 
about 120 million annually, 
compared with about $8 
million in 1975. Who buys 
water beds? 
"At first people thought 
them gimmicky and we sold 
them to people in their late 
teens," said Christoff. "But 
now the majority of buyers 
are in the midtwenliea to 
early thirties and mostly 
couples." 
About 50 per cent of the 
Canadian waterbed market 
is in BHtbh Columbia, said 
Christoff, because the idea 
moved up from California, 
where it originated. 
There are heart-shaped 
waterbeds, round waterbeds 
eight feet in diameter, 
canopied waterbeds and, 
believe it or not, single 
waterbeds. And, says 
Christoff, "at one time 
people worried about being 
seasick, but experience has 
proved this fear to be a 
fantasy." 
There's also a hybrid--~ 
combined plastic foam 
frame and mattress, with 
ordinary ticking all around, 
instead of the more con- 
ventional plastic mattress 
and plastic liner." 
A complete system, in. 
eluding mattress liner and 
electric heating, costs about 
$250--just add water. 
But, for 10 times that 
amount, there's the phan- 
tom, imported from Ger- 
many and featuring an in. 
tegrated cocktail bar, a 
stereo system, a swiveling 
television stand and more. 
Leaks are rare, said 
Christeff, and if one does 
develop, the plastic liner 
contains any water that 
escapes from the mattress. 
Apart from the comfort 
claimed by waterbed users, 
medical authorities have 
discovered therapeutic 
benefits. Watsrhede allow 
burn patients to lie in 
relative comfort and bed. 
ridden patients to avoid 
bedsores. 
Vancouver General 
Hospital has six waterbeds 
in its extended ear  wing and 
one in the burn unit. 
Christoff said there is 
another model being 
developed that has a 
massage unit attached that 
moves in conjunction with 
the patient's biorythym. 
CARTER FINDS 
Military commitments cost 
WASHI~Y.- 't:','~ ~ .~Y':, -- 
Presldem ~.,:~ter ,~4;," be, 
Ln0~:t buy, ~: ::~ep his 
pr'm, ~c !~ L'~:,. , :~r,d other 
alhcs t-'.~ :,.',."..~ milltary 
sp~r1.?ir,g n~xt. ye~./ 
Faced wilh opp,sitlon 
from traditional Democratle 
supporters and criticism 
from within his ad- 
ministration, Carter is 
trying to maintain as much 
fleaibility as possible on the 
defence issue. 
His problem is how to 
~ollnw two apparently 
,.'ontradictory courses in 
d~ ~'^ 'ing up the i980 budget 
~ he pres,.,nted toCongress 
in Jam,ary. 
lie is committed to reduce 
government spending, to 
reduce irdlation and keep 
t~xe,: down. But he is also 
committed to the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization 
to increase defence spending 
by three per cent. 
The NATO promise, made 
after the 1977 London 
summit, contains two lm- 
rtant caveats which may 
ve room from a somlwhat 
flexible interpretation el the 
Iromise. ,,~ 
First, it specified ~,0' 
annual Increase shonld|~,~, :.i 
the region of three per 
not three per cent exaRy. 
Second, the rise was con- 
tingent on recognizing that in 
some countries economic 
circumstances will affect 
what can be achieved. 
The Washiugten Post says 
Carter told •his budget- 
makers everal weeks ago to 
exempt the dcfeace spending 
from any m~jor budget cuts 
next ycor in order to keep his 
three per cent pledge. 
On Monday, however, 
Carter told mayors in St. 
hmis, Me., that the defence 
trudger would not be 
"sacto~ :P~t. ' 
Presidei~'t hll spokesman 
Jedy Powell said later that 
although the U.S. is still 
committed to the general 
goal M a three-percent in. 
crease, it must be consistent 
with economic circum- 
stances. 
Analysts ~uggest that 
Carter may be forced to trim 
the iacrease at lea~t slightly, 
If only to blunt opposition 
from Democrats who are 
infuriated nt seeing detente 
spending increase wh!le 
~ocial progrums get caught 
in ;he budget squeeze. 
One White House official 
suggested Carter could meet 
his NATO commitment and 
appease his critics by 
boosting only the portion of 
the defence budget that 
affects NATO. 
If this plan is followed, the 
total military spending 
would increase only about 1.5 
Vigilance is 
what's needed 
Preventable .childhood 
diseases, once thought to be 
conquered, are reappearing 
in numbers that are 
disturbing ~o public health 
officers, pediatricians and 
family physicians. 
The Committee'~for Im- 
munization Action in 
Canada, representative of
The Canadian Institute for 
Child Health, • Canadian 
Pediatric Society, Canadian 
Medical Association, College 
of Family Physicians of 
Canada, Canadian Public 
Health Association, and 
Health and Welfare Canada, 
in collaboration with each 
Provincial Ministry of 
Health, are conducting an 
intensified public campaign 
to encourage parents to 
make sure their children are 
fully vaccinated. 
"Often we find that people 
are unaware of the need for 
vaecinotion," said Dr. Bryce 
Larke, Professor of 
Pediatrics, University of 
Alberta and chairman of the 
committee, "or they don't 
realize one or more of their 
children have not been fully 
vaccinated. Some parents 
put off vaccination until the 
child is ready for school, 
leaving the child susceptible 
to disease during those first 
few years of life when some 
of the diseases are most 
likely to strike,' and 
sometimes with the mo~t 
devastating consequences." 
The campaign begins with 
the declaration of November 
as Immunization Aclion 
Month and the highlighting 
per cent about the $122 
billion budget of 1979. 
Supporters of this idea 
note that it would meet the of protective immunlzallon 
country's international programs which the 
obligations and would also prov inces  mainta in  
throughout the year. 
Dr. Larke urged parents to 
have their children follow a 
full program of lm. 
mtmization on the schedule 
set up by their doctor or. 
public health department.' 
"All the advances in 
build conservative support 
for a prospective arms 
limitation treaty with the So- 
~iets. 
White House officials are 
reported to be split on how 
practical, feasible and ac- 
ceptable this narrow in. 
terpretation would be. 
knowledge we now have 
about vaccination are of no 
value unless people take the 
necessary shots and see that 
their children do, too," Dr. 
Larke stressed. 
Deaths of illnesses from 
infectious disease have 
declined by more than 90 
percent since the turn of the 
century, but an estimated 20 
percent of Canada's infant 
and child population still 
does not enjoy the protection 
of full immunity from the 
major childhood diseases 
despite the programs and 
vaccines that are readily 
available in each province 
through the public health 
service or by vhysicians. 
"Although weaknesses in 
immunization coverage may 
vary from province to 
province, perhaps because of 
the complacency of parents, 
an absolute minimum should 
be to.make sure all children 
have essential protection 
before they reach school 
age," Dr. Larke stated. 
"Children who have 
missed out on one or more of 
their vaccinations remain 
innocent targets for disease. 
It is for this reason, more 
than any other, that these 
preventable diseases are 
still with us. It is no longer 
necessary for children to fall 
victim to polio, measles and 
the other serious diseases for 
which vaccination is 
possible, Dr. Larke stressed. 
"But children still do fall 
prey to these diseases and 
will continue to do so until 
parents become more 
diligent'about making sure 
that their children are fully 
vaccinated." 
He urged parents to check 
with their local health 
departments if they are 
doubtful about their 
children's lmmunitatlon 
record, and to ask about he 
availability of vaccinations 
in their area. 
f 
BUT HE WON'T BE SILENCED 
Tricky Dicky won't try comeback 
VICTORIA (RL) - -  
Mineral produetlon in 
'.~tish Columbia roached an 
t *ed $1.9 billion during 
197b, , ,ncrease of $157.7 
milii~h' ompured with 1977, 
provincial Mines Minister 
Jim Chahat said Thursday. 
In a news release, the 
minister said coal accounted 
for $85.1 million of the in. 
crease, followed by metak, 
~3.$ million; structural 
materials, $13 million; and 
petroleum and natural gas at 
~6.4 million. 
He said the value for in- 
dastrtal minerals dropped 
$20.1 million. 
Metal production 
represented about 40 per OXFORD, England (AP) 
cent of the total value, and _ Richard Nixon, showered 
copper maintained its with jeers ~md applause, 
positiun as the most leper- protesters' eggs and British 
tant metal preduced interms courtesy, told a student 
of value, he said. group in this historic 
"In spite of the fact that university town Thursday he 
t~e Grandu~ mine closed in 
midyear and the Gihraltar has "not retired from life" 
mine suffered a lenghty and will continue to speak 
out on public affairs. 
strike, the total quantity of "I feel as long as 1 have 
copper produced was 274.6 any breathin me I willspeak 
million k i lograms. .  
Cl~abor said that with a up for what I believe," the 
former president told an 
small increase in the in- audience of 800 in the hall of 
temaflmal price of copper the Oxford Union debating 
and the impact of the ex- society. .. 
change rate of the Cadadian 
dollar, the value of copper Nixes said that as 
reached ~418.2 million, president of the United 
States he had authorized 
Postal workers rapped • 
TORONTO (CP) -- Eileen Ludlow, vice- 
Twentyfour Toronto postal president of the Toronto 
workers have received local of the Canadian Union 
of P~stal Workers (CUPW), 
said the suspensions ranged 
from one to 10 days but no 
ncllce has been given when 
they are to be served. 
"You can bet it won't be 
suspension otices and about 
400 more have been 
threprimanded fortheir part in 
e recent strike in which a 
back-to-work order from 
Parliament • was defied for 
eight days. : until after Christmas," she 
• said. 
Post 'office, spokesman A worker, who did not 
Nigel Dunu said Thursday want his name used, said the 
that while no confirmation letter warned that future 
could be obtained, it was miscunduct would result in 
probable that some more severe disciplinary 
dismissals also had takes measures ,  inc luding 
place, disein~e. 
Weapons piling up 
OTTAWA'(CP) -- Mote unregistered restricted 
than 23 000 firearms were firearms, such as handguns, 
turned in to police for or prchlbited weapons, such 
as machine guns and gre- 
na~m, were waived during 
N~vember so that owners 
amid take them to police for 
registration or destruction. 
Handguns submitted for 
reslstraflm amounted to 78 
per cent of the 11,0~9 gum. 
received during the  third 
week of the month. 
A total of 18,050 ap- 
plications for registration of 
restricted weapons were 
received by police between 
Nov. 1 and NOV. 24. 
tration or destruction 
the first 24 days of 
November, SollctterGenoral 
Jean-Jacques Blais an- 
nounced Thursday. 
The one-month amnesty 
program was in its last day 
as he made the an- 
nouncement and officials 
said they expect more than 
30,000 firearms to be turned 
in when all results are 
compiled. 
Criminal Code sanctions 
against possession and 
transportation of 
Abillion for nothing 
eiflcantly higher than_tl~. 
lou of 3:3 million maff-dpysl 
last year due to strikes and' 
lockouts. 
The centre wlil ccmplle 
existing information and 
conduct studies on oc- 
cupational hazards. The 
centre, made up of govern- 
meat, business and labor 
rep~-~ntattves, will be .an 
~tepondent body operamq 
• on grants from the federm 
~overmnent. 
All its findings and recom. 
mendationa will be made 
public, "which may not find 
favor in a number of, 
places," Curry said. 
"We will publish and be 
damned." 
, OTT&~A. (CP). , ,  More 
',S.x ,billion was paid 
thrnugn workmen's com- 
pensation plans last year for 
occupational accidents and 
illnesses that could have 
been prevented, J.H. Carrie, 
chairman of the new Cam- 
dian Centre for Occupational 
Health and Safety, said 
Thursday. 
"It is a horrifying pic- 
ture," said Currie, as 
members of the Commom 
labor canunittee studied a 
chart hat showed more than 
11½ million working days 
were lost last year because 
of industrial accidents and 
diseases. That is sig- 
Pr i son  re form a prob lem 
OTTAWA (CP) -- llcials will report neat spring 
SollcitorGeneral Jean- .on  these recommendations 
Jacques Biais and Correc- but he does not see how they 
can be implemented. 
"We have a basic 
pldlsophlcal disagreement," 
be told Mark MacGuJpn 
( L--Windeor-Walkervllle), 
chairman ef the Commons 
justice commlttea nd the 
man who produced the 
mmmimous all-party reform 
report. 
B/sis had given the jusUce 
committee u progress report 
on implementation f the 6,5 
proposed reforms, saying SS 
have been fully Im- 
plemented, 15 are about to 
be, and the six central 
proposals are Still before a 
committee of oflieinia. 
MacGulgnn replied that 
the report is di~pp~ating, 
ultbeugh some prosress hu 
been made. 
tional Commiesioner Donald 
Yeomans said Thursday it 
would he difficult to reform 
the federal prison system 
along lines proposed by a 
special Commons sub' 
committee 18 months ago. 
In effect the two reJucted 
the major proposals ef a 
subcommittee that said the 
system was in a state of 
crisis and needed immediate. 
reform. 
It proposed that the 
system be divorced from the : 
rivil service and run along' 
the lines of the RCMP, with 
professional career training 
for employees, higher 
wages, earller retirement, 
and more dtsnipline. 
Blabs said a group ot of- 
wiretaps and break-ins to 
root out a group of Palestin. 
inn terrorists in the U.S. 
He arrived and departed 
from the building through a
battery of 500 noisy, e~- 
tossing protesters, both 
British and American 
students. During his 20- 
minute address on foreign 
affairs and the 90-minute 
question.and-answer period 
that followed, he frequently 
had to speak over angry 
chants of "We Want Nixon. 
g/ARTS 
IN 
COURT 
CASE 
(Rester)  - -  Cross. 
examination of former 
male model Norman 
Scott about his 
allegations of a 
homosexual affair with 
Liberal politician Jeremy 
Thorpe was interrupted 
Thur~iny,when Scott said 
be ~ould prove his story 
through a medical exam- 
instion of Thorpe. 
Scott told Sir David 
Napley, one of Thnrpe's 
lawyers, that warts under 
the politician had a 
homosexual ffair in 1981. 
I 
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We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
"Deadt" and "No More polifics but l have not retired was repeated but again he student and one of the himself, but it should be in 
Nixonl" from demonstrainl~ ]1'~ life." missed it. organizers of the protest, the dock of a criminal enurt 
outside. . i During the quesUon-and- Andy Paalborg, 23, of told a reporter: "I endorse where all his associates 
As he  left, protesters sawer  session, Nixon Philadelphia, a graduate Mr. Nixon's right to express landed." 
waving• placards--"Why dtnclooed that a group of 
Shame Us Here?," "Nixon, Pak~tinlan terrorists in the • "' • 
Crawl Back Into Your Ualted States "which would 
Hole"--grappled with 80 ' have killed innocent people" 
police officers who t.d.ed to wea broken up by wiretaps 
i~eep them from pounding ~ and FBI break-ins he 
Nixon's limousine, authorized during his admin- 
Police said there were IQ iatratlon. He cited this in an- 
arrests, but a spokesman sw~ a question about 
added that the demon- whatber the office of the 
stration generally was presidency corrupts the 
cendneted ina gecdhumored, offlechoMer. 
way. Hs said civil lihertarians 
Nixon, apparently ' us; milht ob~ct to the means 
used in that case but he scathed by the egg barrage, 
fielded generally polite bel ieved they were 
questions about, among ns~arY  r. question: "Why 
other things, Vietnam, East- 
West detente and Wntorgste, did you invade Cambodia?" 
the scandal that forced him Answer: "I was doing what 
to resign in dls~ace four Gm.  (Dwight D.) 
years ago. Eisenbewer did when he 
At the end be received tt invaded France in 1944 to 
uneminute standing ovatim, destroy the German army. 1 
Clima~iagawcek-lon~trip wlab~l'd one it sooner." 
to Europe markin~ hin active At the end, a member of 
return to international af- the audience asked: "Have 
fairs, Nixes told the packed you ever been employed as a 
audience of Oxford second-hand car salesman?" 
• Nixondidn't hear it. He put 
UniversitY~,lh,. students and hls hand to his ear and said, 
faY'I"~ave retired from "Howls that?" The question 
MOney said not 
robbery reasons 
WASHINGTON (A J r ) -  relbbed-thesameb~kl;.,h~ -,> 
The only reason for robbing ' e"  same tMle:~s cag.  . .~_ 
a bank is to steal money, Jolmsten'e.work w~.~.o~e 
right? Wrong, says a atthefedera~prisenforh~n 
psychiatrist who exa. .nm in Springfield, Me., abe/It 
more than 200 bank roubers eight years ago. ' 
and found their motives 
ranged from proving their ] : :====: :~ 
manhood to embarrassing a ~ J r /  
domineering wife. 
"The act of e0mmit~4ng a.
bank robbery oftm had very 
little, if any, relationship to 
the theft of money for per- 
sonal profit," Dr. Donald 
Johnston concluded after a 
two-year study of federal 
prisoners convicted of 
robbing banks. 
He found many bank 
Thorpe's arms would robbers to be ',passive and 
V.e his stm'y of an el- dependent, sometimes 
• ignorant, often physically 
Scott suggested that unattractive, and not in- 
Thorpe be taken with f requent ly  g ross ly  
w~tnesaes to another psychotic." " 
room; and "I will tell you Johnston, an assistant 
something I know about clinical professor of 
him which I could not psychiatry at the University 
know if I had not slept c/Colorado Medical Centre 
with him." in Denvei', described his 
The lawyer said .~ he findings in a telephoneinter- 
would like to take up the view and in an article in the 
suggesUen of a personal current issue of the 
examination and Scott American Journal of. 
said: "It in just that Psychiatry. 
Thorpe, without his Few of the robbers he 
clothes on, has warts or studied, Johnston said, were 
nodules under his arm. I professional criminab in it 
am not sure which arm, it for the money. Meat were 
could be both. I'm not deeply troubled men who 
stu'e." He ako said that saw bank robbery as a way o/ overcoming a lifalonJ 
Thorpe's spinal colunm sense of failure. 
curves. For example, a man 
As Sir David quesffuned identified only as Mr. C, 
Scott about his unhappy robbed a bank twi~ to 
chi ldhood, i l lness, ,  punish is domineerl~, wile. 
frustration sad salf-pity, | AtSI, Mr.Cwasfat~ hadill- 
Scott, 38, denied that he I fitting dentures" and felt he 
escaped into fantasy. . I was a failure at everythin~. 
But he admitted thac I Unubletostanduptohbwifq 
the story of his | directly, ~#e would "ridge 
relationship with Thorpe with chemicals in the  
differs substantially from basement, making small ex- 
one he gave police in 1962 plosions which would 
when he first desc14bed frighten her,!' Johnston 
an intimate encounter related. 
with the politician. FlasHy, in a fit ~ ra~ at the e=ba , Mr 
Thorpe sat backi one leg neighborhood 
crossed over his knee, with a jar of Wessun OiL' 
and grinned. In the public RekmNd f/'om prkon 
gallery his concert pianist years later, Mr. C remanf,~l 
wife, Msrien, smUed, the same woman and 
Thorpe, 49, who led 
Britain's Liberal party s i ,~men 
from 1967 to 1978, is ac- 
eased with three other 
men of having plotted to 
kill Scott o stop him from 
ta l~ about tim elsie, 
which he detailed in court 
Wednesday, that he and 
ew Business 
Not listed in our 
B.i). Tel I)ireotory. 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL. 4~15-~11 
~IAL-AN-OR~EM 1114 
CENTRE 1,15.~10 TERRACE VETERINARY 
eLI'S PLACE - ?Hl-~,111 
PMTS SEAt~YiPUL. 6~.9~S~ 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please call 
New 0ourse Offering 
ART 101-3 DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS I 
A course in which tiie student is introduced to various techniques, ldlis, and 
the theory of design. Basic design techniques, composition, and the 
development ofdesign are studied in relation to nature, geometrical form, 
and man-made form. 
Instructor: Dave Comfort 
Beg ins :  
Wednesday, November 29, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. 
Place: 
Room 10~A - Administration Building 
Northwest Community College 
• 5331 McConneil Avenue, Terrace 
Tuitin~: $25.50 
Art 101-3 can be taken for either University transfer credit or for general 
interest 
For more information call Norm Webster 623~511 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY 
00LLEGE 
I l l  _ 
Make more o| 
tomorrow. 
Co l l~e~:~ T dC~nnt gu a ra nt2ee. ~ ' - " ' "  " "~-~ 
Not even if you're more intelligent 
than average. And have the will 
to succeed. 
But wecan give you an edge. 
The professional edge. 
With the only study program 
designed specifically to prepare you for 
the profession of Management 
Accounting. 
You will gain mote than a thorough 
grasp of accounting, information 
systems and cost analysis. We also 
provide a,broad range of management 
skills and insights. 
So you learn to wo~'k with figures 
from the managerm~nt viewpoint. To 
help plan future developments. 
Compare alternatives. Monitor progress. 
And measure results. 
i i ! [ '| 
• , i .  ~°" m 
"L  ~. , ,  ' '  ~ . ' , - -~ , "  • "° " , I  
, ; '~: . . .~, . ,  .., ~: . .  ~. 
. . . . . . . .  ~ - . . 
That's why so many men and women 
who earn accreditation as RIA 
Management Accountants also earn 
a central role on the management team. 
As you'd expect, it's a demanding 
study program. 
Professional scope and opportunity 
never come easy. It typically requires 
five or six years of evening lectures or 
home study combined with on-the-job 
experience. But many students who 
have completed equivalent post- 
secondary studies have finished the 
RIA program in less than two years. And 
you benefit long before graduation 
because you apply during the day, what 
you learn during the evening. 
For information on Winter enrollment, 
contact the Society today. 
Socleb/of Management Accountants 
Suite 401 - 750 West Pender Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6C 217 
Telepho~ ~87.~ 
| 
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 o.C. Tar? w.~kend rate is really cheap. 
u can dial airect (112) to most places in 
B. C. between 5 v.m. Friday and 5 p.m. 
for just ~¢ or lessee, r minute. 
(Minirfium c-]hurge 23¢ a cal,.j -. 
So call someone long distance this 
weekend. 
t And talk it up while rates 
al~e down. 
Rate does not apply on calls 
from hotel, motel or t~in 
telephones or to some 
Northern points not ~erved 
by B.C. Tel. 
B, D, TEL 636-6367 
.d 
w 
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4( 4( • • • : Tw r : Mo(,Ely B lues return  
( ,~ ,,. . ,,~ , ,  ..,, h o • , h ..~.,,, ,o with Drummer Graeme Edge has 4~ ! S ~ ~ 4 ~  q TORONTO (CP) --  For the music. The Moodies have Laine, whe currently is with . . . . . . . . .  n-" 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111 : ' H ~  I last four years time has heard it, but have not been Paul McCartney's band ne~,n,reporme ~_,~,,~.,,_ 
, stood stlll for the Bril:Ish rock swayed by the. trends. Wing. In its beginninhe~bettetl~r " d£weo:rl~li~e°~ ~u?'b~ ;~ 4~ 4~ : SHOWING AT 8 P.M. : bend the Moody B lues .  Theireewri~lease, uctave, MouOy u lneswasauette-  . - - 
in 1974 after extensive Blues, containing'the same working in the shadows of walked out through it."_._., 
, 4642 Lazelle ~ The flve-man band split up is unmistakably Moody than-average rock band refusal to tour, ne nag 
NOVEMBER 26-DECEMBER 2 ~ I touring and a full catalogue sort of dreamy, whimsical the suddenly popular Moraz, it seems, anai~ u 
' of albums that sold a music that dominated their Beatles. 1960s s (~ly  to the unique Moody 
Sgt, Pepper's Lonely Hearts ** ~ Open 6 a.m. every morning relorted 26 million copies last seven albums. But in' the late . . . . . .  .~ 4( worldwide. But after a four- London Records bills the personnel changed, as did "We asked Patrmx to 
Club Rand ~ | except Sunday, Open ] ]  a.m, yearblatus, the Moodies are latest collection of Moody the style. . . rome ap to our stu~o~ves~ 
album og and a North vrogressive, but Octave is in guitarist Loine and .bM.ist months ago .before.we..~ 
* * [ CLOSED 9 p.m. daily, hack  t ether with a new songs as being more With the departure of itampsteact a coup . . 
DECEMBER 3 -9  Foul  Play :~ American tour that is kin- hc t  exactly what the group Clint Warwick. re maming .seen any o tncr . _~ 'ew 
, ~ [ , except  - dling old fans and garnering last presented on Seven~ members Mike pruner, pmyers, anuwep,-~,~,~ ._
new ones. • Sojourn eight years ago. It s Graeme Edge, and Ray Moody numbers wmcn ,~,, 
scenereC~as undergone a had never vacated the air- Justin Hayward and John Hnyward says. "As soon as 
~ [ Fr~day&Saturday-3a.m. In entyears, therock alrnost as ff the Moody Blues Thomas werejoined by already had learned, 
Sunday -~.6 p.m. DECEMBER 2 * marked change, with trends waves. Lodge we played together, weknew largely ared by The group was founded in And'the common pop rock he was the fight guy. He was 
4( Won Ton Ton ~ diseomania  :h~ New Wave the early 1960s by Denny of the Moody Slum-became an obvious choice." . 
.k~,,kyk**~k*****A.,~k~,~k,~kA~k~.. b laekt le  rock - - lush  The split in1974 came at a 
( w~ arrangements, heavy or- time when the Moody Blues 
~ Ik !~I .~ lyrical content, another. Each member 
• ae ehestration and deeper were out-growing one 
4( "~ T~gAT~g q Kick~ off the new wanted to try a solo career. 
NOVEMBER 29-DECEMBER 2 ~ ~ ~ ,n l . lmsn~ 11 Moodlce sound was the But Rayward says it was 
High-Ballin' ~ i I ,~t '  I r -  I I -  . , . , , ,~N ~ album Days  of Futures never+considku~red a per- I I  ~ ~ ~m~ rAOOl :O  ; Passed, which was recur(leo m~.ent D rea.~ p . .  . . . . . . .  
, , [ Luncheon Speonale every  day ( . . . . .  41 with a London orchestra. We all anew 1, womu 
'E sophtatlcated format for six dido t know where or.when, DECEMBER 3-6 The Evil ~ [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Hndden oomowuor, m toe ~ The style of thet album set a come back together. We 
4( j~  paper are  two/or r toe  ~ hand sprit in 1974. pe,,n;, . . . . DECEMBER 6-9 ! ~ • - - ~ more  a lbums before the but we  knew it would nap- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  - - -  " r . __  . ; l we I ~I  phone numoers. ~ includes dates In Toronto yeerupt~nt.,wm.~.w~,;, 
* Pyrahnna , ,~ .~ @ ~.'.,~ . l B" ~ and Montreal--must be riblenotne,ogamewmu 
41 ~ ' . . , ~ ,,,,.,olam,~ a maior SUCCESS anybody We had to Keep 4( ~ " " " OU ve . . . . . .  "--+ " - - - " "  j~******************************* "k F1ndthem, ana l tone layoursy  ~ by the band ffc~V because deyinarumorsofareunien, 
.~ ~ won. .. . . . . . . .  41 of the overwhelming but we already had P.la~Pd 
.~ I t r ick  up your ticKetS at me .e rmo 4~ resM~ from music fans that we would go into me 
~" .~ ~ office~ 3212 Kalum St. ~ des"~e~ Moodisa' lengthy studio around Septe..mber, 
., .~ c.'; "":" ~:' ~: " ' . lull. 1977, to make a new amum. 
~ .,  - ' ;~  .- -- ~+ -~ . Justin llayward, reached "We started the reeor- 
,~,.-~S ~ by telephone in Philadelphia dings with a song that I had 
~W ~ ~1 prior to  the group's date written ~lled .Th.e Day ,We 
- i ~:~'~ +II there, discussed the Meet Again, wmen m qm~ 
~[  t~ !~ I I  Moodiee' reunion, the new approprlate. And as i put the. ~-~+~ i[ album and the tour itseff, cans on and ran it down t 
l OlNImOLOIJNGS ~,o?  the Moody Blues quotes REST~t lRANT OUREXQ'JISITE '~ after a six-year hiatus in premoUo~ml material on rece.,--.o. - t 
~. ...... , ,~,~ I I  "I think we prohably were, Hayward as seyt~ tha. 
t ~. ~ .  ~ which is why-we did a few Octave is the gr~p's.~e6t 464  m.w  ]l warmup gigs in Europe offering yet. asxea to 
l~ ,~L~k~/~ I ]  first," he said, reflmring to co mm.ent, he sa_il~nd, s LPs 
~ '  ,~ four concerto in Germany. t rove au me 
. . . . . .  The reception them was so I think this is slightly dif. 
II . oo .~o.  624-2621 or 624-3359 ] tremendous that we came ferent in that it's a bit her. 
Park - -  s OmVE.m 1, ,,,. w., +m s,. "' ' . n der, a bit more rock'n' roll, , . , .  . , .  . . . . . .  ~ fldence, and it seems to be but I don't know that it's our 
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Phone 
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IN TERRAOE 
,rr:o'',.rm. 
Vanderhoof Flyers Saturday 
8:30 p.m. Terrace Arena 
- Terrace Timbermen vs 
Smithers Totems, Sunday 
2:00 p.m. TerraDe Arena 
over.hope with a lot of con. 
going very well. 
"The crowds everywhere 
are fantnstie--really better 
than before." 
But not all ticket buyers 
are fans from the 19606. 
"The people who grew up 
with us, they're still with 
us," Hayward says. "And 
there's a tremendous 
amou 
tof younger people as well, 
which really knocks me out. 
A lot of them couldn't have 
been more than five years 
old when Days of Futures 
Passed came out." 
While the new album 
features the came band 
members as before the 
group's split, keybcardtat 
Mike Pinder is being 
replaced on tour by Patrick 
Moraz, formerly with the 
group Yes. 
"In the last couple of years 
with the Mondies, I don't 
think he (Pinder) really 
enjoyed the touring part of 
it," I-layward says. "I think 
we had to respect his wishes 
really....Patrick Ls very good 
indeed and has fitted in 
superbly." 
Pinder's future with the 
group is as yet uncertain. 
Ikl l lm fm,  a ItmH m I~i lltM +' 
best. I'd really hesitate to 
coronet myself to saying 
that. Who knows+. '' 
Is the success of the 
reunion tour an indication 
that the Moedy Blues intend 
to stay together as a unit? 
" I 'm sure we will. We're 
enjoying it now better than 
ever before." 
This 
book 
rates 
people 
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) 
- -  Dr. Michael Hart is a 
slight, mild-mannered 
astronomer, hardly a wild. 
eyed rabble-rouser. But he's ~ 
responsible for countless 
arguments with his new book 
ranking his choices as 
history's Top 100 people. 
"My book doesn't finish 
any arguments. It starts 
arguments," says the 
Trinity University professor. 
'TN getting a variety of 
letters .about it. Some 
compliment me and others 
objcet that I left so-and-so 
out because he did this.and- 
this and should be included." 
The key to Hart's eelee- 
lions is an individual's total 
influence on history and total 
impact on the everyday lives 
of other beings. 
Using that criteria, 1~o- 
hammed got the nod as man- 
kind's No. 1 figure because, 
says Hart, "he is 
remarkable for not only 
founding .a major religiee, 
but for his secular ae- 
complislunents a  a poliUcal 
lender." 
ft, s time to call your 
. m; :X  
=m=#_, ' I ~ "° ':f " '-  , . "~- ~ ~N~l~. P4~ LOIS f~hnlnger - 635.5309 
Knights of Oohmbus L__J32-4205 Evelyn Anweller 535.55711~ 
"GIANT BINGO" 
$1,000.00 MAIN PRIZE 
Binp  Every First Saturday of  Eaoh Month 
$I00~0 Door Prize at Each Bingo me+.., s .o,.,, +. . , - .  + .o ,  ~ . . .  coo+ ~. . .~ .  - ,  mo~,o. 
beach. English Bay and Stanley Pink. nero dowmown. ~ wHhln 2 
10th Game $500.00 i f  won in 50 numbers  or  less, decreas ing  $100.00 a" m<~k,, i2So,.a,~,~,m~,d,d,<ond"kx~d'°°"~"'d~"k*"~ 
units and suites - -  each with prlvMe balh. cokx "IV md Iplmue, 
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ooem 2 " - ' "+- ' " "  8:00 p,m, at Voritas Hail- B bur , , - - - - - - - - . - - - , - , - -  I '! . IP Teles= 04-S1161 
Isaac Newton, who delineo 
gravity, is No. 2, and Jesus 
Christ came in third. 
'Tm getting a fair number 
of letters objecting to Jesue's 
ranking, saying he should be 
first," says Hart, 46. "The 
credit for the founding of 
Christianity has to be 
divided between Jesus and 
St. Paul, whom I ranked 
sixth. 
"Newton played a central 
role in the rise of science." ' 
Hart adds. 
Hort's list of two women 
and 99 men--the Wr ight  
brothers are listed together 
na No. 30--  hai ls  37 scim. 
fists, most from the last 200 
years, compared with only 30 
military and political 
leaders. 
Hart, himself a scientist, t 
says: "The scientists and in- 
ventors changed the way we :~ 
actually lived. We just have to look around usto see the : { 
impact of science." . ~ 
Hls book, which includes+" ~ 
brief biographies, has sold i 
more than 20,000 copies ince 
April. 
1 
is responsible ? 
SALEM. Ore. ~AP~ .- 
Should a bartender be held 
responsible for the actions of 
persons after they leave the 
tavern? 
Officials.of the 1,100- 
'member O/'egon Restaurant 
and Beverage Association 
say no, that court decisions 
are making it necessary for 
them to buy more liability 
insurance and that higher 
food and, beverage prices 
will be the result. 
Court ruled Wednesday that 
operators and employees el 
two Portland taverns could 
be sued for damages because 
they failed to ask two youths, 
ages t7 and 19, for proof of 
age before selling them kegs 
of beer. 
A third youth attended 
their keg party a~d drove a 
car that colllded in Portland 
'with one driven by William 
J, Davis, 20. 
Davis was killed, and his 
The Oregon Supreme "~ father sued theparentsof the 
Children mature .  
o , e r  a ,e 
and try to prolong the 
youth's ehildhond. 
at a young g 
"These manoeuvres are 
almost doomed to fail and 
may provide for a high 
degree of quarrelling and 
angry interchange," 
And girls who mature 
early "need a certain 
amount of straight-ta~ing 
from parents or from 
someone on neutral ground." 
If pa.rents can undersland 
• ~e dvtnges goirg on in ~heir 
teenage boy or girl "they wi!l 
be  emphatheti~ towares 
what is happefling iitternally 
and they will be able to seize 
.and utilize the moments of 
very real warmth and 
reaching out which all teen- 
agers show from time to 
time during early adoles- 
cence." 
OTTAWA (el) - -  Teen- 
agers are maturing 
physically earlier and are 
being pushed into sexual 
relationships, says a univer- 
sity child psychiatry 
professor. 
The age of puberty, when a 
youth is capable of reproduc- 
tion, has been gradually de- 
creasing, says'Dr.  Brian 
McConnville Of Queen's 
University. 
Estimates show the 
average age of puberty 
drops about four months 
every 10 years--12.5 years at 
present from 16.5 years in 
1860, he says. 
Moreover, girls still begin 
puberty about two years 
earlier than bozs, Mc- 
Connville eays. And they 
begin to develop sexually 
and start menstruation at 10 
years old and earlier. 
"There have been various 
theories to explain this, in- 
cluding better over-all 
nutrition, and there is some 
evidence of alteration in 
onset of puberty in different 
cultures." 
All teens, however, do not 
begin puberty at the same 
time and those who mature 
early or late can be expected 
to have more problems, 
McCounville says. 
"And this is particularly 
true of girls whose breasts 
develop early or of boys who 
show late development of 
secondary characteristics 
such as changes in voice 
genital size or hair growth." 
But girls who mature arly 
can easily become sexual ob -~ 
jeets and lose sight of other 
activities unless they receive 
some guidance, he says. 
"They are really children 
wandering around in 
women's bodies and un- 
fortunately there is no built- 
in delay system. A lot of 
them are pushed into fuller 
sexual experiences and 
finish up •with a certain 
knowledge about sex without 
the intimacy and respon- 
sibility to know its 
moaning." 
While studies show that 
latermaturing irls tend to 
become more confident and 
outgoing, "early-msturing 
girls who were concerned 
about their appearance 
tended to be more submis- 
sive, listless and lacking in 
poise." 
McConnville says in- 
creased sexual awareness 
may help youths, especially 
girls. 
"Those girls who mature 
early could be perceived as 
sexual objects and they 
would, therefore, tend to be 
pushed in an early definition 
of their sexual role." 
But, he adds, those years 
are norm'ally the most 
confusing, frustrating and 
challenging for the teen-ager 
who is trying so hard to 
understand the changes 
going on inside. 
"But this is equally true 
for the parents and for others 
who live with the 
adolescent." 
Some parents may lose 
their ability to communicate 
other drsver tar ~l mdlion. 
The Oregon Supreme Court 
upheld dismissal of that suit 
on Sept. 12. 
Davis' father also sued the, 
operators ofthe Old irish hm 
and the Golden Garter for 
$1.5 million. That suit was 
dismissed in Circuit Court 
and Davis appealed. 
The Supreme Court 
returned the case to the 
Circuit Court, saying that 
selling alcoholic beverages 
to someone under 2L is 
evidence of negligence by 
the tavern operators. Two 
justices dissented, saying 
the taverns broke a law and 
should be fined but the 
violation should not be used 
by a third party to collect 
damages. 
Randy Wolven, president 
of the Oregon Restaurant 
and Beverage Association, 
saw the decision as another 
in a series placing more 
responsib~l~ty on tavern 
operators for someone else's 
behavior. 
In 1977, the Supreme Court 
held tavern operators liable 
in a suit by relatives of a 
man.and woman who ~ere 
killed in a car crash in- 
volving a woman who was 
served liquor while in- 
toxicated. 
At the time, Oregon Liquor 
Control Commission rules 
said intoxicated persons 
could" not remain on the 
premises. The 1977 
Legislature passed a law 
saying inebriated persons 
could remain on the 
premises until they are sober 
enough to drive. 
He likes 
the name 
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) -- Rev. 
Eugene Jerome Dupuis has 
six children--three boys and 
three girls. He loves them all 
the same, but he also likes 
his own name, So, each child 
became Eugene Jerome 
Dupuls Jr, 
"I love me," saye Dupuis t 
a burn.again Christian and 
missionary evangelist who 
dresses in black and wears a 
heavy silver chain and cross 
around his neck, 
His third daughter was 
born Wednesday. The 
children don't have 
nicknames--just a number 
ranking the order of their 
birth. 
"I just have to yell 'I-2-3-4- 
5-6' and they all come run- 
ning," Dupus said with a 
laugh. He said the girls-,' 
Nos. 3, 5 and 6-- don't mind 
~t .~, |~*t  . .  mn|n  .~ ,  "~ hdlSi'tl l l lM|~ 
, . '  . . . . .  ~- .  ,, 
i 
FROM THE 
CHURCH 
by Hey. David Martyn 
It is almost a truism to say 
that anyone that takes a 
stand on an issue is bound to 
be wrong -- at least from 
someone else's point of view. 
The recent grant, made by 
the World Council of 
Churches to the Patriotic 
Front of Zimbabwe, isan apt 
case in point. 
Although grants have been 
. made to this organization 
and others in Africa before, 
all of a sudden there is an 
outcry. Something must 
have happened. And indeed 
something did happen, eight 
white missionaries were 
killed near Rhodesia's 
eastern border, with the 
blame being placed on the 
Patriotic Front. 
At least hat is the official 
government version, which 
consequently finds its way 
into the western ewspapers. 
Other reports (from church 
sources) claim that the 
killings were done by the Ion 
Smith government, Other 
sources report the presence 
of 'bandit' groups that 
sometimes call themselves 
guerrillas but owe allegiance 
to no nationalist movement. 
The guerrillas ask the 
question: "Isn't it strange, 
that the churches which help 
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LET'S L/ST/iN 
Children important 
FItEI)Eltlt"I'|)N , Ci', 
A salute to ('anmda's even 
million children and a 
reminder to adults of how us the most are the ones 
being attacked, while those important he childre|| are 
that are aligned with the /will be the focus ot this 
government are spored?" country's celehration ext 
year of the International 
For those of us that are 
removed from the situation, 
we can only wonder, and 
perhaps never know. The 
$85,000 grant was given for 
medical supplies. Was it 
used for that? Or was it used 
to buy military weapons? If 
for the latter, it certainly 
wouldn't buy very many 
weapons. 
However some people 
have called on their char- 
ches to withdraw from the 
World Council of Churches, 
claiming that their money is 
being used to kill white 
missionaries, 
Two points need to be 
made. The first, is already 
made, it is not clear who is 
Year of the Child. 
But for Doris t)gilvie. 
chairman of the commission 
oversee ing  Canadian 
celebrations and a deputy 
provincial court judge 
handling family law cases 
here, the idea is perhaps 
more clearly expressed 
another way. 
'Td like everybody to 
listen to the voice of a child," 
Judge Ogilvie says wit.h 
conviction. "Let's really 
listen to them." 
The year, the idea of the 
United Nations, will he cele- 
brated around the world. But 
if you're expecting it to be 
like International Women's 
Year with lapel buttons and 
world conferences cam- 
paigning for equal rights and 
doing the killing, Secondly, law reform, forget it. 
the money used was Judge Ogilvie says the 
specifically given to .a  idea is more.l~::wOlllhe ~ 
special fund to eomoat uay, coy con 
racism and can only be used honored. 
• for the same. i The commission, a group 
. of about 40 persons from the 
. . . . .  federal and provincial 
It is interesting tonote that Cnv~,Pnm~nt~ vn||lntnrv 
along with the PatrloUc ° ' - ' . ' " ' " ' .  . . . .  - . . . . . . .  " . . .  organ,zatmns, labor and 
Front another " raem.y  business, has $! million in 
oppressed gro.u.p" ~at ,  {~leral money to help fi- 
recenvea . gram lrom uns  .inAnee nptluitio~ nc, rng~ 
fund was the Indlan."~-~'-" .,_ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. '. _ _ | l~tb l~.  
Brotherhood of the N .¢- , -, . . . . . . .  ~; ,, ,i]It, also hopes that govern- 
rawest Territories "~ ~ 
' ~i, robots, service clubs and 
other ~rot,i~ wdl' finance 
their ow, celebrations. 
The g(ml is "'to stimulate 
awareness of the situation of 
the child in our present 
changing society." 
One area Judge Ogilvie 
hopes can be tackled is the 
altitude of some adults 
toward children. 
"If you're a child and 
you're only rids high," she 
explains, pointing to de.-  
top level, "you get waited on 
last." 
She also hopes ociety will 
be reminded to take care to 
ensure children's needs are 
met in medical research, 
medical and rehabilitation 
facilities and in a wide 
variety of other areas. 
Attention will also be paid 
to parents. 
"Childhood is supposed to 
be a time of joy and children 
are supposed to bring 
happiness to a family. Un- 
fortunately not all children 
are happy and many parents 
have problems parenting 
their children." 
Judge Ogilvie also hopes 
the year will encourage both 
adults and children to show 
more interest in family law 
reform proposals uch as 
those brought to the New 
Brunswick legislature in a 
discussion paper earlier this 
year. 
'The theme of the year is 
"come share with me," sug- 
gesting an invitation from 
children to adults to look into 
their world, problems and 
aspirations." 
There will be monthly 
themes also, starting with 
the child as a person. 
This pair 
travelling 
SAN FRANCISCO L AP~ -- 
Darryl Myrick wanted to see 
his aunt in New York City so 
he took a bus. It took eight 
policemen, two road- 
clearing vehicles and a 
roadblock to stop the 13- 
year-old youth. 
"He was a very good 
driver," said policeman Bob 
Friddle after he caught up 
with Darryl Myrick ~,~d the 
bus Wednesday morm:g. 
"Wasn't speeding at all." 
Friddle chased Myriek 
through snowy Donner Pass 
before halting him on In- 
terstate 80 about a two 
kilometres west of the 
Nevada border. 
"Please don't arrest me," 
the boy said when he climbed 
out of the bus. "I'm not a 
criminal." 
Police said the bus had 
been driven about 280 
kilometres after being stolen 
Tuesday night from the 
Municipal Railway yard 
near Fisherman's Wharf. 
Police said the boy's tO- 
yearold brother stole 
another bus at the same time 
and drove it to North 
Oakland, where it was 
abandoned. 
Celebrate Christmas at theChurch of Your_Choice 
ATTEND THE OHUROH 
• OF YOUR CHOICE 
Zion  Bapt i s t  Chure  
Darner Sparks and goith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635-2407 Home 635-D30D 
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. . . .  / ;  " 635.260~J ~ i..' , ~ 
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="""  "~ Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies 
"You Are Welcome at Uplands" J 
THIS SUNDAY 
Chz sfian Reformed Church 
Sparks Street and Straume Avenue 
Reverend S. Van Daalen 
Sunday School. Terrace 10:00 a . m ~  
Sunday School - Remo 1:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service " , ~ *" 
4830 Straumo Avenue, Torraoo 630-2312 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m. 
~.S 
UNDAYMASSES 9:00a.m. / 
II: 15 a.m. 
7: 30 p. rn .. 
4726 Lazolle Avenue 635-9019 
Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. 
11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion for the tam ily 
M0n0sler: Reverend Lance Stephens - 635-5855 
Mennonite Brethren Church 
~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ =  3406 Eby Street 635-3015 VATION ARMY, p,,,o, O..n, O,rk.,n 
4637 Walsh Avenue ,,( 10:0oa,m, Sunday School 
SUNDAY '~ 11:00a.m. Family Worship Service 
9:30a.m. Christian Education Hour 
11:00a.m. Family Worship Service I , 
7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Woloomos I --~/--- ~ . /~/ '& ,C~_  
TUESDAY NIGHT -'- . I /~  ~-~; /~-~ 
7:30p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting 1011 I ?  I \ ~ ~ )  
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' ~ SATURDAY ~ 
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Mr.  and  Mrs .  Br ian  Lennan 
JACK BII(~KER T 
New forest head found 
The appointment of Jack 
A. Biickert as manager of 
the Prince Rupert forest 
region was announced 
recently by forests minister 
Tom Waterland. 
In his new position 
Biickert succeeds A.C. (AI) 
MacPherson who was named 
to head the Vancouver forest 
region last Septembe;'. 
A native of Manitoba, 
Biickert received his early 
education i  Cbilliwack, and 
poiutments in various parts 
of the province and between 
1965 and 1968 was a 
management forester in the 
Prince Rupert area, For the 
following six years be was a 
systems analyst with the 
management  division in 
Victoria headquarters and in 
1975 returned to Prince 
Ropert to head the region's 
management section. Early 
in 1976 he was appointed 
assistant regional manager. 
CAROLINE STIRLING 
The marriage of Caroline 
Jane Starling of Vancouver, 
B.C. and William Brian 
Lennan of Terraee, B.C., 
took place on Nov. 11,1978, at 
St. Timothy's Chapel in the 
Lutheran Campus Centre on 
the UBC Campus, Van- 
couver. The presiding pastor 
was the Rev. Don Johnson. 
The bride wore a long 
white velvet skirt with 
matching vest and jacket. 
Her blouse was peach 
colored pongee with a triple 
jabot and ruffled cuffs. Her 
bouquet was a mixture of 
deep orange and peach 
roses. 
The bridesmaids, Louise 
Nicholson of Vancouver; 
Cheryl Yea (nee Lennan) of 
Kamloops and Jackie 
Starling of Vancouver, wore 
long nutmeg brown velvet 
Terrace man f inds his bride 
skirts with matching vests. The reception was also gear complete with gold in the upper reaches of Thistle Creek in the 
Their blouses were of white heldat he Lutheran Campus pans, upon the an- 
eyelet with full gathered Centre with 80 guests in neuncement of a gold strike Yukon. 
sleeves and a plain ascot attendance. A cold buffet ' 
neckline, was served followed by a 
The groom wore a three dance. 
piece tailored suit in a dark Out of town visitors were 
brown with a fine grey and thegroom's parents, Mr. and i iOT lOE 
gold stripe. The groomsmen Mrs. Run Lennan and the 
wore brown sports jackets groom's ister, Mrs. Lorna 
and dross slacks.All the men Sandhals of Terrace, as well Notice is hereby given that a Publ ic  
wore white shirts and brown as Mr. John Armstrong from Hearing will be held on proposed "Regional 
ties. The groom's bouton- Calgary and Mr. and Mrs. 
nierewasanorange rose and Run Nedea from Coaldale, Distr~ct  of Kitknat-Stikine By-law No. 37, 
a white ceanothus, Alberta. Mr. and Mrs. Reran 1976, Electoral Area E and Specified Per-  
The groomsmen were Hill.tout came down from t ion  of Electoral Area C Zoning By-law, 
Mike Bradley of Vancouver, Prince George and Dr. Mark Amendment By-laws Nos. 111, 112, and 113, 
Neff Jorgensen also of Scott Johnson who was 1978". The proposed Zoning Amendment 
Vancouver and Kevan Hill- cantor at the wedding came 
Tout of Prince George. from San Francisco, By-laws are concerning the following 
Master of Ceremonies was California. Mr. and Mrs. Run pr0perties: 
Mr. Run .Shaw. Music was Kolterman of Victoria By-law No. 111 
played throughout the (previously of Terrace) were The general intent of the Proposed Zoning 
service by Pianist Rose also in attendance. 
Jaeger and flautist Wilt The bride and groom left By-law is to change the zone designation 
Zerbe. the reception dressed in field from Agricultural to High Density Rural for 
~ a portion of D.L. 1907, RS, C.D. (Krumm 
Ave. - Thornhill). 
By-law No. 112 
NOW'S "N EW H O M E S The general intent of the Proposed Zoning 
By-law is to create a new zone designation, THE Restricted Industrial, to accommodate TiME NOW" gravel resource industries and to change 
TO BUCKLE the zoning designation from Agricultural to 
Restricted Industrial for a portion of D.L. 
D0~I !  65 Beautiful new mobile homes --  1907, RS, C.D. (Old Lakelse Lake Drive - 
ready for immediate delivery. Thornhill). 
By-law No. 113 
"Low - Low Discount Prices". Ask The general intent of the Proposed Zoning 
about our free furniture offer. Call By-law is to change the zone designation 
collect today, from Residential to Light Industrial for Lot 
1, Lot 2, Lot 3, and Lot 4, Blk 1, Blk B, Plan 
Purchasers enjoy expense paid 4542, D.L. 370; Lot 1, Blk. B, Plan 4200, D.L. 
flight and airport pickup. 370; Parcel A, Lot 1, Blk. B, Plan 4454, D.L. 
370; Lot 1, Blk B, Plan 7278, D.L. 370; Lot 2, 
Blk B, Plan 4200, D.L. 370; Range 5, Coast 
District (River Drive and Kofoed Drive - 
eail Oollnot Thornhill). 
The proposed Zoning Amendments may 
be viewed uring regular business hours at 
431-1184 the Regional District of KiUmat-Stikine 
• Office. The Public Hearing shall be held in NORTHWEST 
OOMMUNITY 
OOLLEGE 
• the Thornhill Community Center on 
Ask for 0ul or Around December 6, 1978 at 7:30 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an interest in 
the proposed Zoning Amendment shall take 
As ot January I. 1979 Northwest Community College ~ notice and be governed accordingly. 
will be assuming the educational programs currently M un day Hem es Ltd. John Pousette 
being offered by School District 88. M Secretary-Administrator 
Inquiries or suggestions for courses hould be ad- Phone re.co' " Reg!onalDistrictofKitimat-Stikine 
graduated from the dressed to Robert Sullivan, Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VI~(; 6401 K~ngsway No. 9 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
University British 4C2 or Phone 635-6511. Burnaby, B C V5~ 1F1 r lt71 437 1184 
[962 I ~ 1  The Recreational orientated courses will continue to Dealer Licence Number 0t428 (a2 ID I Terrace, B.C. 
Columbia in with a . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ ~( ' " ' ted  I ~ . . . .  be offered by the District of Terrace Parks and 
his career with tlze mi~s try I ~ U~I~ Recreation Departmept, including some of the general ~ 
. . . .  wi'th I _---B--- interest courses which were previously offered by the ot Eores~s as a cruiser :m t,.,. ,-, m . . . . . . . . . . .  " \~ 
lthg~2inventory division in SClh;~l'ir~°sart~Shar°nL°ugh'635"2841' { , 
He held several a~ ~ I ~ ~, 
NI=ARES,  TH ING TO A L I IF I= I ' IME*  I~NGINE I I I  g ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ i , ~ i i k  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
(Reduces Ihe fricl ional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
HEW T M T HOT"PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR Held  Once  ~ Week  F~om November  • • m '~A\\ 000 MILE PROTECTIVE Da Pont ,o ,  Water  |ups,  Ant i -F reeze& ,11  Weather  B lankets  
EHGIHE WlIH A 50. WmNBS OF DRAWS WiLL BE ANNOUNCEO IN THE 
Teflon* COA11HG! -, ,  ,,,o,,. FACT The ¢o , t  of  own ino  and operat ing any vehic le - -car ,  bus, truck, you TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD E • - . n lme I I - -hu  gone straight through the ceil ing! The cost o l  gaso l ine and oil? UP!  
n~e~;U,..S.P,a,t.,O]f~ r,0r . The p lymen ls  demanded by skil led (and nol-s.o-s.k!lled) mecna nlcs? UPL~ne " 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  pr icelags on new care and trucks? UPS It's posit ively S lc~enfng- -ano o's go ing  so ges 
WHAT IS TMT? wor le  before it gels any better! 
TMT ~s a superconcenlra led liquid for- 
mulahon incorporating Du Pont TEFLON" 
Ihe same chemical compound that w~.nt to MENT 
the Moon =n the lunar v~hlcle engines When EO ALMGUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE (NGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREAT , 
TMT ~s added to an engine crankcase this "The active Chemical ingredient in "TM T." has "And once "TM.T" has been added to an en. 
key ingredient instantly goeslo work against a special affinity for metal which causes it Io pine positive results can be seen through the 
the No One Cause of poor gas m,leage "p ate" and adhere to all.exp0sed friction sue. experienced and trained eyes of even the moat 3 NAIN PRIZES 
sluggish performance h=gh oDeratlng tern- faces. Po ymers attract more polymers to a micro ,dr Ied of mechanics. They w I nohce a decided 
perafures and mechanical breakdown f .c. thickness which means a '*controlled" buildup ncrP,r~e n compression readings which indl. 
Occurs around worn surfaces which accounts for tales that pson and rin~ seal have improved. 
hona/dra9 the numerous user.repo s o~ reduced "blow*by", An increase n de r.p.m, s will also be detect • TO BE  
But unless youre  a chemical eng ineer  increased compression readings, and reduced oi able due to tbe reduced fr ct on af e ra  few 
right now you re more interested in what TMT consumption! hundred miles of "T.MT." "plating". 
does than how ,I does ,t SO here ,t ,S. ,na DRAWN ,*Aod in order to effect a permanent reatment *'CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T." easy to use 
nutshell you simply add "TMT"  to the crankcase 0il (it should take 30.seconds at the most for addinll 
through the o I filer hole (so easy- that even a permanent reatment)- but its results can be 
TMT IS FAST ~ There's nothing complicated a child earl do It)-  preferably after the engine seen even under the careful scrutiny of any 
Dec 23 i lmlesslhanfiOseconds and not even get engine should then be run for a minimum of "TMT" ' in  the engine-are as follows: In- his hand ¢, dirty ~ thirty minutes in order t0 make sure that all creased Gas Mileage-increased Horsepower-Leas • 
TMT IS PERMANENT' If S an engrne treat- frichon surfaces are "plated". 0nly eight ouoce~ 011 Consumption - Less Wear On Internal Parts - 
menl nol an o,I Ireatment Just one single are required toe the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions Lower 0perattnll Tempera. 
apphcahr, n is ali lt takes to permanently pro • small truck engine. Lures- Easier Cold Weather SfartsP' (1) Pr ima l  
feet yotlr engine, lot as long as you own your 
car, 2.Burner  Stove 
TMT IS SAFE' Wove put our money where New that you've heard from the exped., listen to the raves of ordinal'/drlvero. 
our mOUth IS on this w,th a $1 000.000 THE RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
Product bab,hty Pohcy issued bya nat,onally WHY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... (2 )  Martin 
famous ~nsurance company ~ (Once you've put T.M.T. in your vehicle, y0u'll he hlhng in the flRures yourself). , 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE ~ Effective for any car. 
truck Or other vehicle - whether ,t s th,s Mot0rcycle Racer "Dud Deal" becomes wronR. Of course he probably Heatar 
year s model or one thars 15 years old ~ Pro- gets mere power! "Good Deal" with "T.M.T." wo 't adm t f until he uses the TMT in his car that I'm g vlng h m 
tectsar,dpreservesneweng,nes t,ghtens "As on eo,,neer,nR sf.den, and ",'ve,r,ed.s,a.,s, p, ,s new usa present" --=.W. (3) Aluminum 
up and rejuvenates old ones 0 filters, engine trealmenls, elc. My racer, I was interested in what Auto Mechanic 
TMT IS GUARANTEED' Every rMT Treat- T.M.T wou,d o ,,a tenth m,,e ,,,end ,o,d me abou, a p,o=t Gr idd le  
merit sold carrm ~, with ~t he strongest most speed test. that his father had iusl tossed for recommends "T.M.T'! 
iron-clad Guarantee weco. ld  think Off- Aserles 0f runs from a stendinR his fleet of trurks and I'm sure "l am an Auto Mechanic and I 
• GUARANTEED Belle, gasm,leage sta,fshowedlhatourLT.(Elapsed you guessedttwasIMf, drive a'67Caddy, anditwasu'  AT NOON 
reDeem,lea,rum everytanktu I  or Time) was reduced by XX a second My m,leagehasgnnefromXX'o inga lot ot Rasln the city ,or DRAW HELD an unbelievaoly a,~tnundinK XX My on the highways. I was 8ettln| lr 
money back in h#l' after T.M.T was added In the fue l  father, who is a rar mechanic m lea to the gallon, but now, sl tcl 
• GtJARANTEED Less od burning long- mix in my 125 c.c Kawasaki f,qo- told me it's impnssLhle but I've I've been using"T.M.f" I pick ul 
er pc, r,ods before topping off  or torcross racing motorcyce, kept exact recnrd ~, nn m~ I.~st four XX ka Ions in the city-and XX [al Ions nn the hiRhway, so I k Joy 
money back rn IUIP As • student ol engineerlnR this  tankful,~ nnd have woven the old you pnop e have a good product 
• GUARANTEED Smoother engine petrol- proved that T.M.T reduced friction saying thai even faln,,r~, c.~n he and t will recommend it. 
mance lessstall,ngandrough,dbnq and,nereasedpewer." Mr.=.T,B. Gas 8¢ Oil Ltd o o,.,, ,,-,.., Canad ian  Propane.  
• GUARANTEED Increased horsepower II 
and higher compression more l ip  and 
acceleration or ~.orreyba~ ,. e,,.' F I L l ,  OUT AND MAIL NO-RISK COUPON--TODAY! 
• GUARANTEED Longer engine hie • 
Sewer repair bills fespeclaily for costly ONLY ,W0 '0 ,  CUS,0M. OUE '0 0VE,WHEtM'"Q 0E" ' .  (nRST C0ME rtRST SERVE~ 1136"Z920 
,,ogao~,stoo,obs) o,~one,~ac~rn " 4616 KE ITH AVENUE 631 i -33116 lull r 
• GUARANTEED All  these ,mportanf Enclosed is [ ]  cheque or [ ]  money order 
. '. . . .  . . . . .  . .  money.sav,nqbenef l ts  nomatter  how ... '. '.. ;. i "' : ' i; ':'!':!.':'~:"~"~':':'";":'::!: " : !  : ~':':':""."" '"' '. '/::'/'~;*:": .':"~:"Y'" long yOU own your veh,cle or ,~oney [ ]  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 , . ! ." "}. /.::..'~ :',..: ~ :  . . : : : / . ' . . . . . : " : . . v : : : . : . : . :  ~.:.,, back ,n fulP , :.'.':'." ":'.;'.':.'/.;' .: ' ' .'..":.:.".'~" "" '~'~ '.";'.;;'.':;:':.."::"; ": ~..... 
benefits cited above, what do you suppose Address: . 
any vehicle owner or operator Would gladly C i tv :  Prov.: P.C,__. 
pay for a one.brae, pc/inanelY treatment of 
TMT? SSO 00 ° S100 00 ~ MORE ~ 
Well hsten to th*s The eslabhshed retail 
pc,co of TMT IS only S14 95' Thai S r*qht, only FOR EST LAWN DISTRIBUTO RS ) ,, ~ ~ l ~ l  I~|l~mlB 
t14 g5-a  tiny investment hai coo~d possibly ==- 
pay ,tself back dozens o r braes over ,n s~v• P .O .  Box  550, Star,on J, Calgary, Alber ta ,  T2A 4X8 
rags on gas o=1 and rep,l=r bills Fanf~str~ 
) 
Winter  Games  soon  
In 1975 the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games began as an 
inspiration of several Fort 
St. John citizens headed by 
Jack Philpot and Ken 
Davies. They wanted to offer' 
fit,. students of Northern B.C. 
the opportunity to compete 
with others across the North 
whom they Would otherwise 
not meet, and to pTovide an 
exciting break idthe long 
isolated winter. With tl,~, 
success of the 1975 Games• 
and the enthusiasm they 
created, it was decided to 
expand and include adults in 
futureGames. Each year the 
expansion has been greater, 
and now the Games have 
evolved into an Annual 
winter tradition. 
The Games are now run by 
the Winter Games Society, a
governing body of people 
dedicated to developing a 
strong foundation of sports 
activity in northern B.C. The 
Society is made up of the 
'President, John Furlong; the 
Vice President, Dale Fid- 
dick; the ,Treasurer; 
and a Regional Director 
representing each of the 
Community Chairmen, and 
an Ex Officialmember of the 
F i tnessand Recreation 
Branch. They have 
established, along with the 
support of the Provincial 
Government, he rules and 
conditions which keep the 
Games running consistently 
from community to com- 
munity. In a nutshell, the 
Society promotes fitness, 
good sportsmanship, athletic 
endeavor, social interaction, 
and community sporit and 
awareness in norlhern 
communities of P.,~iti.~h 
Columbia, 
The Winter Games Society 
choose~ the host for future 
Gan'." by accepting bids 
from interested com- 
mnn:mes between 100 Mile 
House and the Yukon 
I~;sJer, community must 
nfier twelve compulsory 
events which the Society has 
~stablished. In  this wa~, each 
community has the  op- 
partunity to add their own 
touch and give the Games a 
style unique to their com- 
munity. Some of the events, 
scuh as snow-shoeing, alpine 
and cross-country skiing 
were vital to the lives of the 
first settlers in the north. 
Others are newer in- 
torductions, such as gym- 
nastics and table tennis. And 
duplicate bridge and chess 
indicate that all types of 
activity, mental as well as 
physical, are important o 
the success of the Games. 
In addition to the actual 
events, various clinics are 
offered uring the course of 
the weekend. Experienced 
people are there to pass on 
their knowledge so that all 
participants have the op- 
portunity of leaving the 
Games with greater 
proficiency than when they 
arrived, 
The Northern B.C. Winter 
Games provide a common 
meeting place for people of 
all ages and al l  levels of skill. 
The most important 
requirement is that of 
participation. Both the 
eompetitei's and participants 
ha~fl, rll~. ,q)portunity to in- 
cr,:.asu their awareness of 
the north and establish new 
friendships that will last for 
years. 
In ]979 the Games are 
being hosted bySmithers, a 
small town and one which is 
brimming with community 
spirit. The Games are being 
organized by a dedicated 
committee, chaired by Brian 
Northup, and a dete-rained 
office staff whom the Project 
Co-oridinator, Debbie White, 
keeps hard at work. In ad- 
dition many people in the 
community are busily at 
work preparing for this 
exciting event.. 
Prior to the Games, 
February 2 - 4, 1979 Regional 
playdowus must be held.- 
They determine who will 
proceed to the Games to 
compete for the community 
and regional aggregat~ 
winners. In this way, there ,s 
mass  par t i c ipat i Jn  
throughout he north Jmd 
each community ex- 
periences the building ex- 
citement. 
The seventh berth is in- 
vitational, and is filled by 
communities that are so 
isolated they simply can't 
afford the transportation 
costs to attend both regional 
playdowus and the Games. 
The eighth, and final berth is 
made up of representatives 
from the Yukon. 
As you can see the Games 
have come a long way since 
those first meetings held in 
the basement of the Dawson 
Creek swimming pool. 
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SPORTS 
with Chris Porter 
S ET  H'S 
CHF, j _P 
THIS   EF  ND. 
l.( )X(;  I)I.~'I'A NCE WEEKI.~NI) R:~I'E 1 ( )  M( )N I  I'l..At :E,~ IN B.( :. 
B.(~. Tel's weekend rate is really cheap. 
You can dial direct (112) to most places in B.C. 
between 5 p.m. Friday and 5p.m. Sunday for just 
35¢ or less per  minuS. (Minidmm charge 23¢ a call.) 
So give your sweatheart a ring this weekend. 
And talk it up while rates are down. 
Rate does not apply on calls from 
hotel, motel or coin telephones or to 
some Northern points not served 
by B.C. Tel. 
B. D.. TEL 
f 
635-2769 
2nd Look is primarily a makeup studio in 
which we not only apply makeup to the 
customer, put u~uo teach the art of makeup. 
OUR OTHER SERVlOES 
include 
1. Ear Piercing 6. Wig Servicing 
2: Brow Archinfl & Cleaning 
3. Nudesse Hair ~emoval 7. Exclusive Fashion 
4. Facials Accessories 
5. Wigs & Related 8. Elancyl Products 
Accessories for Cellulite 
MiKE AH APPOINTMENT WITH ~ L ~ 
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP ARTIST. 
laxFr CERTiFICA EI 
Per[ect for the woman in your lifetl 
p.~ '~._~' r~.  O:IE" 
Hecate Homes 
See Our Homes 
Built For The North 
DISPLAY HOHE 
0 
P 
E 
N 
H 0 
U 
, scoTT S E 
I ,,,.,,.,,,,0..,.. 
>. 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
0:) 
LLI 
4806 SOOTT AVENUE 
Hecate 
Development Ltd. 
636-2330 
II to Wall 
Darpet 
ceugkout 
'I 
in Oeltlmg 
I" In Wall 
2 
Furnaces 
S hat 
Warranty 
L 
~ i ! 
3 
t ~ 
Page le, The Hsraid, Friday, Decemher 1, 1978 
/M~IDWARE $rO~£$ 
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l l l l l  
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P 
~ Terrace Peaks Gymmsttcs 
[~ Club travelled to Quesnel ~] last weekend to participate 
I~ in the Quesnel Invitational 
,.~ G>Tnnastic~ Meet held there 
~t ~ovember 25th and 26th, and 
~ came up with a fine per- 
formance. 
145 
145 
KING 
(NBC)  
B•ett 
News 
Cout'd. 
C~t'd. 
C~t'd. 
Cout'd. 
Cmt'd. 
Seattle 
TouiSht 
Hollywood 
Squares 
C~t d. 
Who's W'i~g. 
The Kids 
E. Capm 
Mysteries 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
Cout'd. 
Cout'd. 
Cost'd. 
Cout'd. 
New8 
Show 
Cont'd. 
Cost'd. 
Cnnt'd. 
Cont'd. 
, ,  , 145 , 
'2 o I I i~ 45 
' SATURDAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I l :45 
I I :00 
:15 
:30 
I I I I .:45 
I I 145 
| :00 
.:15 
: 30 
I l :4,$ 
Race 
Cont'd. 
F~bulmm 
Funnies 
Bay Ci~ 
Saturday 
Merle 
One-Eyed 
Jadm' 
Cost'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cnnt'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cnnt'd. ' 
Greet Amer. 
Game 
Cou•mriswerld t'd, 
Contd. 
Cnnt'd. 
Cnnt'd. 
Cnnt'd. 
Another PL 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
i 
~y ~ler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Cont'd. 
I II . .~  
Cout'd. 
Cont'd. 
Laverue and 
Shirley 
Little House 
On Prairie 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd. 
Allin 
The Family 
Front Page 
Challenge , ~,. 
Loto 
Canada 
spee~ 
Cont'd. 
Dallas 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd., 
Cont'd. 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
• " (CTV) 
Sb{ 
MilLion 
Dollar 
Man 
"' I 
Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
i 
Peanuts and 
Popcorn 
~.  HCTS 
~:31ectrlc 
.Com~ny 
~I Ne~'z Growing ~'. 
Cc(~t'd. ~ Dk:k 
Com.'~.l. Caw~tt 
Dc~,~'t)ri~h~ IV[aci~eil 
D',u~co '... Leh~er 
Ch'cus . Cr~ket~'s 
C~nt d. (;~rdc~, 
Do~(:y ", ~ Washington ~.. 
and .:~ .... ~V~el( K 
Marie ~all SL 
Cont'd . . . .  W~,zk li 
Frigay '~I Mostcrpi.-c¢ 
Night .,~,,, ,h~.at~¢ i'~ 
Movie ,~  Cont'd. 
'A . '! Cont'd. 
 L=7 ...... i December" ~ ~ Cont'd. Cont'd. ~ Cinema: 
Cont'd. t B.C. 
CTV ~n&~tsge : 
Nm:~s Cont'd. 
News Hour Cont'd. 
Final Cor, t'd. . 
Late S,~ow ~ o,e 
'Wl~;~.tever ~ew 
llapp~:,¢,d to Avextge.rs 
I Amx~. ~ce '  Late.Movie ~. 
KiwRnnis Stt;dio ,~ 
Auction See 
' ,' Freestyle Contd. I 
Co~t'd. Cont'd. 
Auction "i"ne ~ 
Cont'd. Growlng ! 
C~nt'd. Years I 
Cont'd. Cont'd. t 
Auction Foellng ,. 
Cont'd. Free !~ 
Cont'd. Cinematic 
Cont'd. Eye I 
Auctit~'~ Cont'd. 
ConVd. Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cout'd. ! 
Cont'~l. Cont'd. l 
Auetlo~ Ccnt'd. 
" Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Magic of 
Oil Painting 
~,pt  i 
Flrh~g 
C,Jnt'd. Li~e 
Cc.~ i'd. Cont'd. . 
Cont'd. 
' 1 
CBC Sports 
Special 
Canadian 
Rodeo 
Finals 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cent'd. 
CBC 
Curling 
Cont'd. 
Coat'd. 
100 Huntley 
Street 
Coat'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Circle At:erich 
~i~suare ConCd. 
ide C~,~'d. 
IT rack Ccnt'd. 
Who's W'lag. Auction 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd. 
The Kids 
Reach for 
2 
~1 ). :00 
II :15 
:45 
f--)  
i O0 
45 Of View The Top C~Vd. 
Filled with soft grey Goose Down and r',,o," vc=r¢..d, in 
fine Danish Ticking. These quilts are I i 
comparable to the finest quilts available z ~ I 
in Europe. ~ i 
.... 9 • " ~,~ ~; I 
t 
I I l l l l I l I l I I l l I I l I I I  I I I I I I I IM  ~N~N~NNN N~N ! 
Gordon and 
CHAR(; EX 
VISA 
91M,'gtg' 
4606 Lazoile Terra   
Ph, 635.6    
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 ;om.-5="3~ p.m. 
Friday II a.m.-D p.m. 
" fo rm  'Terrace gymnasts per 
. • • 
i ,well at Quesne) compehtlon 
~.~d " , 
~ Fourteen girls from the divisions. In the Midget Beam, and 4th on Floor, Vault, 
2nd on theUneven 
• Jenny Brady tied for 4th on 
Uneven Bars, and Wnedy 
Spurn tied for 5th spot on 
Division, Re:anne Komlos 
placed 3rd on Vault, 2rid on 
Uneven Bars, and was tied 
for 6th place on Beam, as 
well as 5th on Floor. This 
splendid effort earned her 
the Bronze Medal for overall 
Midget. Elsewhere in the 
~ Several local girls finished Midget Division, Karleen 
~ at o~ n~ar.~e ~P_a the i r  Schmidt placed 3rd on 
al the 
HUB 
New Hard Cover Books for 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
Kiddies books - New low 
prices on China & Gfftware 
SAVE HUH ON 
OHIIISTMAS 
Beam. 
Kerry Paulis was the top 
Terrace entry in the Argo 
Division. She fled for 5~ 
place on Vault, placed 2r, d on 
the Uneven Ban, 2rid on 
Floor, and 4th on Beam to 
take the Bronze Medal for 
overall Argo. 
The top Terrace girl in ths 
Tyro Division wvs Che~./l 
Bulleid, who placed Rat on 
Bars, and 6th on Floor. This 
performance was good for a 
~th spot overall Tyro finish. 
Also in Tyro, Lisa b~h 
placed 5th on Floor. 
The Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics Club sent 14 
¢~r]s to quesnei for the meet, 
~i,xl .~eel they did very well, 
since this is the first time 
thvv have performed the new 
Co~npulsorlea. this yeai'. 
'i'h~r~ were 60 girls from all 
over the Northwest com. 
p~ti~g at the Quennel meet~ 
' 2 "  
Kicker runs. 
Bible ly 
,,/;" 
:!i ' 
Only Moseley and his Ixu'ly 
Bible scholars don't huddle 
over the scriptures right 
after the game but every 
Wednesday morning at .9 
Mosele~ doesn't bles~ 
~imsel~ or call for special 
prayers in the ~ddle  before 
he booms one between the 
uprights, the way they did in 
those old Pat O'Brlen 
movies. 
"1 don't pray before a kick 
h~ca-se I talk to God all the 
time--we have an open 
conversat ion Doing,! 
Moseley explains. ~. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
There's a sumor in this town, 
which never has been short 
of them, that after every 
Washington Redskins game, 
halt the National Football 
League team goes df  with 
backup quarterback Billy 
Kilmer to anesthetize their 
aches and bruises at the Fo~ 
and Hounds, while the other 
halt goes to Bible.study class 
with kicker Mark Moseley. 
Like most rumors you hear 
around Washington, this one 
ain't necessarily so, but the 
Ix'aying part is partly true. 
THE GREATEST MIGRATION IN 
UNITED STATES HISTORY IS TO THE 
SOQTH WEST. 
I~  e~ly horn ~ d~ ei~he ~ ~d I~h E~,lx~hem I.~ ~ode~ 
t~,lfthey ore modno to 
To escape polul~)n, overcrowding, h~h la0~l, Iodd IXellur~ of MI t)l~l, 
1HERE ARE SO ~dW MNtY (JSES FOR ~ LNtD IN 
THE SOfflH WEST, THAT OWMERSHP OF THS lAND 
REPRF.SEYffS OtllE OF TNE ~ AND Rob'r PROF~/~UE 
IMVESTt4EPRS EVlER OFREIED. 
ACRE 
RANCHES 
* * * * * * * * * * - - - - * * * * * * * * * * *  ~ .  .~:  _::_...,~.,~ - .  ~ . j .  
In these days of inflated prices and aky-rocketm9 
costs wolddn't it be nice to just ONCE IN A ~ F~L~ P ~ C E  
come upon an HONEST TO GOODNESS 
BARGAIN?? FREND ...... YOU JUST HAVE,.. 
• rm ~ to say it once more, $1,850 is the FU lL  
PRICE for a full 10 ACRE Texas Ranch and at these 
prices cousin they just won't last so,,, LETS GET 
MOVIN'. 
If you really want to pet in on one of the best dum 
advertising we do is direct to the consumer, we are land values I've seen in all my years in this business 
able to offer these incredibly LOW PRICES. then RIGHT NOW,,, 
Call John Vee 
638-8141 
For Firlker lutormation and hlails 
FRIDAT, DEO. 1/11 l id  SATURIAT, DEO. 2178 
ROOM |1|, LAKELSE NOTEL 
4820 LAKELSE AVE., TERRAOE~ R.O. 
Once in a lifetime opportunity..l 
We are a Canadian Company & the property is covered b3~ a Province of B.C: Prospectus.. 
Not a dum thing ndghbour, it's just ~ Texas , 
ranch land, located in the heart of one of America s 
Newest recreational areas° near E! Paso Texas 
the highway to Carkbed New-Mexko......Gmtk 
' rolling hiUs and flat land like other promoters in the 
area are selling for as much as $500. per Acre, but 
l~,cause we have no Salesman or S~<licate 
Commission to pay, and because the onJy kind of 
Unbelievable? That's less than $200.00 per Aore, 
might ask "WHAT'S WRONG ~ IT~ 
Would you believe your own TEN RCI~ TEXAS 
RANCH for only $1,850 RJIA. PRICE?? 
• EASY TIEP.~ ^ T ~HK I~I'~.ST ^VAII.AIKZ *
. .  ~ . "  
MAY PLAY IN JANUAR ¥ 
Murdoch to renegotiate 
NIAGARA FALLE, Ont. 
(CP) --  Don Mardoch is 
taking apositive approach to 
his forthcoming talks with 
Ne~ York Raugere and a 
possible arly return to the 
National Hockey League 
team. 
Murdoeh, the talented 
l~ngers '  winger handed a 
year's suspension by NHL 
president John Zlegler after 
pleading uilty in a Bramp- 
tea, OnL, court last April to a 
drug possession charge, 
doesn't foresee any 
problems evolving from 
talks with New York general 
manager-coach Fred Shero 
this weekend. 
His agent, Frank Mllne of 
the International 
Management Group, said 
earlier this week if the 
Rungem refused to renego- 
te Murdonh's contract the 
player would be free to look 
elsewhere when his 
suspemlon Is cleaned up. 
A rider in Ziogler's 
called for a 
of the situation after 
the Rangers had played 
about 40 games--half the 
season--and said the NHL 
could commute the 
suspension i f  Murdoch 
conducted himself properly 
during that time. 
If the NHL reviews 
Murdoob in a favorable light 
and if he renegotiates the 
three-year contract he 
signed with the Rangers in 
his rookie year, Murdoch 
could be in a New York, 
uniform in January. 
"I have a clause in my 
contract (with Rangers) 
Orr  
wins 
award 
NEW YORK tAP) -- 
Bobby Orr, the only 
defence ~,~n in National 
Hockey ..ev:|ue history to 
win a see, ing championship, 
has won the 1979 Lester 
Patrick Award for out- 
standing contribution to 
hockey in the United States. 
The award, named for the 
late general manager and 
coach of New York Rangers, 
will be presented to 0rr at a 
luncheon here Feb. 7. 
The award was announced 
by a six-man committee 
composed ofNHL executives 
and media representatives. 
Orr led the league in points 
for goals and assists in 1969- 
70 and 1974-75. He won the 
Norris Trophy as the 
league's top defender eight 
consecutive times. 
Last month, the 30-year- 
old defenceman announced 
his retirement. 
] J SPORTS [. BRIEFS 
~CKLAND,  N.Z. (CP) --  
Australian Jack Newton 
carded a four-under-par 66 
Thursday for a one-stroke 
lead over Americans Bob 
Risch and Vance Healer and 
three other players after the 
first round of a $75,000 golf 
tournament at Titirangi. 
Roger Klatt of S t  Albert, 
~ta., fired an openingrotmd 
and was In a group with 
American veteran Arnold 
Palmer. Bob Beauchemin of
Sidney, B.C., was another 
shot off the pace. 
which says if I score more. 
than 50 goals in my first two 
"late" years they will renngot , 
Murdoch told the Hamilton 
Spectator this week as he 
prepared for his return to 
New York by working out 
with Niagara Falls Flyers of 
the Ontario Major Hockey 
l~ague. 
"I scored 59 (32 In his 
rookie season before being 
sidelined late in the year 
with an arm injury) and they 
(Rangers) haven't said they 
will (renegotlate) or they 
won't. 
"I 'm not worried though," 
he added, "because I have 
confidence I can play in the 
NHL. A few World Hockey 
Association clubs are in. 
terested, but as long as I can 
play, I 'd like to play in New 
York." 
While he is confident he 
talks with Shere will be 
worked out satisfactorily, 
what does worry Murdoch is 
hew long it will take him to 
regain his form and whether 
the fans and media in New 
York will accept the idea 
ho's paid the price. 
The 22.year.old native of 
Cranbreak, B,C., was fined 
$400 after pleading uilty to 
peosessAon of a small 
quantity of cocaine before 
Zlegler imposed the ad- 
ditional year's suspension. 
He had been working out 
with the Cranbrook senior 
team, but .since it was 
limited to three-aweek 
ractlees, Murdoch foun,~' it
fleult to maintain a ~.t -  
able training program and 
.started skating with th~ 
juniors here II days ago. 
"It's going to be tough 
when I step on the (Madison 
Square) Garden ice for. the 
first time," he admitted to 
the Spectator, "It's going to 
he like getting drafted all 
over again. 
"Except this t ime. . ,  it 
scares me because I know l 
can't skate out there after 
eight months and expect to 
lmve everything the way it 
w~z" h~ sai'J, 
"t have gotten a lot of 
~bvse and I realize I ~xought 
it on myself, but it rea}ly 
hurls wheu they say ignorant 
things about my family." 
' DISHWASHERS 
f~P~v-  .~  ~ Moffat.Portable .99.00 O~ .... 
~I  ~r  ~.  @ GE Bmlt-ln $3.0o . . 
, j  q. Clear out of Maytng Old Models ~:~ IB~I !~A.~h i~ ; .q~. " Bailey Schlmtz tt 
! VIIas 2 pc, Kroehler Ma,,t~- 
l Chesterfield Sofa, Loveseat Au~ :~ " 
J R $1199 flOW o washer 
! Reg. $1150 ~89e~'00 $5,t9.o0 with trade 
NOW l~0,00 - -  ' i 
GE 
Self  
Clean 
~e of the Range 
F/n,0o with trade 
Pleleraft MOdular 
Bedroom 
Reg. r#m5 : 
Sale &l ss,~ 
SAVE 
,t4io.oo 
I I 
FREE DELIVERY TO TERRAOE-KITIMAT AREA 
H£ Modor~ 9 pc. 
Dining Room 
Re $1.W3 
No $0!).5.00 
WALL'S Home Furnishings 
HARDWARE STORES ui 
III listings subjeot to ohanp without notioe. 
SATURDAY 6 p.m. to midnight 
KING 3 CFTK (NBC) (CBr.) 4 BCTV 9 KCTS (CTV) (PBM 
5 i~ Journey to NHL Klwannis Evening at 
Adventure Hockey Auction Symphony 
KING Sabres at Cont'd. Cont'd. 
145 News Montreal Cont'd. Cont'd. 
i ;  :00 Cont'd. 'Cont'd. Auction Once Upon 
:is Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. A Classic 
"30 Animal Cont'd. Cont'd. Julia 
: as World Cnnt'd. Cont'd. Child 
Kingdom 
Gong 
145 Show 
i i ii 
: 15 'Supercycle' 
• 30 Cont'd. 
:45 I Cont'd. 
,C) ~'  Sword of Justice ' Cont'd. • ~S Cont'd. 
' i ' I n i i 
I 
a d 
a m i i 
o~ Weekend 
15 Cont'd. 
30 Cont'd. 
:45 Cont'd. 
. oo KING 
15 News 
3o Saturday 
45 Night 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Saturday 
Evening 
Movie 
'Lord Jim' 
Cont'd. 
I Cont'd. 
! Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Bang Nova 
Crosby 'Still 
The Christmas Waters' 
Years Cont'd. 
Academy Wilderness 
Performance Cont'd. 
'Steel Fall & Rise 
Cowboy' Of Perrin 
Cont'd~ Callas 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Cont'd, Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Fantasy Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Island Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Sneak 
Cont'd. Cont'd, Preview 
National CTV Ripping 
Prov. Affairs News Yarns 
Night Final News Hour Saturday 
Late Show Final Night 
s A 00 Live Late Late Show Movie 
Z Cont'd.. Show 'Lovers 'The Cont'd. 'To Sir And Other Executioner' m s 45 Cont'd. With Love' Strangers' Cnnt'd. 
SUNDAY 
, :00 Sunday 
: ]S Movie 
: 30 'City 
I | :45 Beneath 
A :00 The Sea' 
: Is Cont'd. 
: 30 Treasures 
: 45 Unlimited 
i~  Exp l°rers 
Cont'd. 
Night Animals 
its, Talked 
wso 
i~  Football 
Cont'd. 
its Cont,d. 
.est 
The Press 
KING 
14S News 
:00 (), :30 
: ,t5 
7 14s 
:30 
i45 
~Jack Patera 
Show 
How 
Come? 
World of 
Disney 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Bob 
Hope 
Special 
Cont'd. 
-'~e Big 
Event 
'Ceatenniai' 
Cont'd, 
NFL 
Football 
Philadelphia at 
Minnesota 
Horst 
Keehler 
It is 
Written 
Music 
To See 
Money 
Magazine 
Country 
Canada 
Hymn 
Sing 
m 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
World of 
Disney 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Beachcombers 
Nature of 
Things 
A Country 
Christmas 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Seer 
Was 
Here 
Cont'd. 
1400 FINE 
Terry Washington 
Winters Week 
Sunday Wall St. 
Theatre I Week 
'Trapped' . Black 
Cont'd. Perspective 
Cont'd. Great 
Cont'd. Performances 
Sunday Cont'd, 
Theatre II Cont'd, 
'McCioud: !Callas 
Manhatten Cont'd. 
Manhunt' Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Question Cont'd. 
Period Cont'd...~. _ 
Untamed 
World 
Capital 
Comment 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd, 
'Cont'd. 
Hardy 
Boys 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Battlestar 
Galactica 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Kaz 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Wilderness 
Cont'd, 
German 
Soccer 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Long 
Search 
Cont'd. 
Tutaakhamun's 
Egypt 
Special 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
'Duchess of 
Duke St.' 
Cnnt'd. Cont'd. Cont'd, Cont'd. 
Cont'd Ombudsman Cont'd, Cont'd. 
a e 145 Cont'd. Cont'd Cont'd, Cont'd. 
el I • 00 K;~ ..t~ National CTV Sunday 
• t~ Ne,'~ Nation's Bus. News News 
, i Ji~ ~, :',e f-:ar Night Final News Hour Sunday 
i n e ~ :4.', rdovie Late Final Movie 
- ' IT- i  ~ '~ '~ " ~Connection' Late [Late Show 'Tiger 
; "N  • ~S Cont'd, Show I 'The Old Makes 
, :~:) C, mt'd, 'Bye Bye i Man and Out' 
U ~ 4~ ~':,nt'd Birdie' |The Sea' Ount'd. 
dani,edown quilts 
Night 
illmmm|m~w~nmmlmmmnlm~agmmnmlmnlll 
Gordon and Anderson Ud. 
4606 Lazelle 636-6676 
Slore Hours; 
Tue|,-$at, h,m.4;3Op.iu, 
Friday Oa,m,-gp.m, 
VISA 
I I  
i i ~! 
"+'k + ) 
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'I"Y'NAN DESIGN I.'rD, 
9 r.6324721DOUGLAS ~ '-I;7"tO~'#WfSr,; :F:ATURE HOME OF THE WEEK , t __~,  ~ ~  ~H/~ ~ CHANNEL / : - J L  m,~ ~,$T.AllE ~ O  
e ~  ]~ '~ REALTY  • 
' 
~ ' OFFICI,L BLOCK BROS. A=OCIATE DEALERS " ~~" ~ ~ i ~  [ ] "  ~.¢_. I~ .  __  
; KITIMAT "O ~ +l:[ ].~. ~:i. 'i ..... ~ " "  
UPPER FLOOR PLAN 666 SQ FT @ F18 Vista Village - $12,900 ~ ~ ~ . - ~ ' + ' ~ =  " " ' . " 36 Eagle St. 1~ storey - ~ +.., , , ,+; This plan can be modified totour Individual requirements. 
++2,o0o . ,.:/ : '"'+ . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... 
g 86 Swannell Street : 
119 Carswell Street, 
PLAN NO. U-295 Full basement, Single - g 
: : 
30 Gander $30,000 
g 3½ Aeres onLakelseLake : 
: 190 Konigus .St. , ~i 
(new construction) g F "  "i 
~: G4-Vmta Village : 
(excellent cordition) 
Why not call us today : 
O.  gi  ,,our +pr,,+' 
Dog=lag Ohannel "Performs" : O 
1488 total square feet of Cape Cod charm f¢r the discriminating 
home buyer that requires an~attractive home at modest prices. 
A 53-ft. wide lot in most area~i~is adequate so money can be saved 
on the ot price as well. '~; 
This plan is also avallabl¢ with a full basement (PLAN NO, U-294). 
i 
. _ f f .4" l  ~-  
F~ln 9~/'110'.4' 
~i ; We Offer Servioes b. . o , - -  , , , .= . .T  g 
@i LOT SALES- DEVELOPME'1 O 
I 
I 
-ORDER COUPON " 
TO: TYNAN DESIGN LTD. 
13659 -108th AVE., SURREY, S.C. V3T 2K4 
PHONE ORDERS: (804) ~d11-873| 
HOUSE PLANS UNDER 1600 SQ. FT. 
Please send one set of Plan No, . @ $65.00 . . . . . . . . . .  
Additional sets to original @ $10.00 each ............... 
5 sot ECONOMY PACKAGE (Includes first set) $95.00 ................... 
5% sales tax (B.C, only) .................... 
Postage and handling $ ...... 3..0...0. ...... 
(If C.O.D. desired add $1.30) .................... 
Total amount of cheque or money order and coupon 
enclosed '-~ $ .................... 
HOUSE P..,-~N BOOKS AVAILABLE, EDITIONS 14 & 15 
Please send one of the above books @ $2.00 .................... 
(circle choice) or send both books @ $3.50 per set . . . .  " ................. 
Add 50c postage per book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cheque or money order and coupon enclosed. $ ................... • • 
~i OAHAD& WIDE REFERRAL SERVIOE @ , ,,~ NAME ................................................. 
; i  ,g rams,  m.LS  2 . . . .  ' . ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  i.. .. "~ .;,.,~ -, t t ~ ....... ~.d. " ADDRESS "* • ............................ 
' e Number  3 ,  we  t r  . ,i . . . . .  , '"~ ~ - ; .... "~ ' 
oeeeeeeeeO|  . . . . . . . .  c,. P.OV. CO~E P ~ I t ~ I ~ I t  MAIN FLOOR PLAN 822 SQ. FT ................ 
i l l u i=apw"='ml i i "  [] ,~:!~[~4p;!:!~.~,41,~4~y~(4~:?~:.'@g< ::~..:i :: g.~ :..'~'.." :.'.v~:: ;.~,;~:: :~*~*X::~4g~.:::.~`:::~:~4~:!:~`~.4D;:~:!¢.4e.;?!:~(4~..y:.:~g;;~!:.~::~ : ';[ ;I ~1.:i ~(~': ':.4g : 4t~:!¢.'4t'-~!!~4~  
: -" NEW IDEA IN KITCHENS Here's Help for Nia.TUA. t S, T. i i,le:, that e,,uld chance the temperatures u.~e le.~, enert~y Ailing 
w;~y you cook ! than with ordinary cooking, 
Itoasls c;m ,ow be fin- less electricity is coq. Houseplants: ~k REALTY LTD ~ |  ~o ,she,, ..e-,,ir,t faste, thao sume . h,addi,io*,, tbe ha'" 
~1 [] ht, l'ore. Froze. meal roasts urat meat juices .Lay inside. Now's the time.to be alert 
~i [] in the time it used to take To make the best of this for signs of problems in your 
[] For thawi.g, I)aking can be thermal theory, a new port. greenery. The right steps, 
a 4512 N. EBY - -  CHARMING AND SPACIOUS • dent, at lower temperatures, able, continuous elenu oven taken promptly, can save a ~: ': ~ i l i  Couniry living close tu town is what this property • :mdhr~ili,gusuailyrequires has been cooked up by favorite plant. : ]~[ [~M~i~io f fe rs .  Located just outside of the municipal _m less oh.etricitv. Farberware. Called Turbo. 
M ~ ~  boundary. This 1500 sq. ft. home is situated on a ---- 'l'lds mell~od consists of Oven " it runs on regular 
- ~ ' ~ l e v e l  1 acre piece of land, Large kitchen, i coast:raLly circulating, and household current, can tray- For instance, if you note 
! ~ i ' ~  ~ i separate laundry area, Living room features • recycling, heated air at high el anywhere there's electric, that your plant 's lower 
! ~ ~,q , iM l~ l l ihUf l t ' in  bookcase and heatilator fireplace. Five • speeds so it strikes all sides i ty  and has an automatic leaves are turning yellow or 
la ; ~ , -  "~*~bedrooms,  all with wall to wall. Good garden _1 of rite food, hlowing away timer to turn itself off. that its stems arc becoming 
: .W/ I~.~. ' . ? .~ 'T~.  ~_area ,  root house and chicken coop Nicely land- m the cokl, until the food : In fact, using this oven soft and dark in color, the 
~ pw, t~, '  " ;;,. , .. *-., ~.scaped. Priced to sell at $44,500. .m ;s cm)ked all over at the may be your only chance plant may be getting too 
same time and temperature, tO have a lot of hot air much water. Check to make 
m i ~ - - -- ~ - - .~&. 5022 WALSH AVE. - -  NEW LISTING • There's ,o  need for turning, working for you. 
i ~ This well maintained four year old houie la now I! sure that the drainage hole is 
~ .- " - = - _ _ on the market. Located on~.q.uiet dead-end street. [] not clogged: if the soil has 
! ~1~ ~ ,~ a i i  ~ "~:.Three bedrooms with wall/t0 wall. Unfinished • become compacted, repot 
t~ : ~ • ~ basement. Natural gas heat. Large sundeck with i , the plant. Water only when 
D~ : ~ -] _ - - southern exposure. View this property and make i I > necessary; if in doubt, ask 
=-~ = - an offer, Priced at $54,000, [] ' ~: your local nursery expert's 
i tL : . .~k ' .~,gd l , .  .~,  .~ WOODLAND HEIGHTS [] • • ~ advice. 
g¢ ; /L.~-vk?~ilM[]lgi ~: ;Bountifully landscaped setting for this very nice [] 
! ~ a ~ P ~ l l ~ 1 2  x 68 Glendale special order with 8 x 40 ad- • if, your plant 's stems 
: ~ i ~ l ~ l d i t i o n .  Patio deers, sundeck, three bedrooms, .-. stretch toward the light and ~~ separatestorageb~]'ng'Weilw°rth$28'OOOas~-[ AOL  i '  . i  ~! : ~ i t  includes all furniture except TV, stereo and = are growing very long, it 
: ~ ~  - .~  stand. Exei. 989. • , . may be receiving too little 
ROAD "-- N VOOATIOH t SOHO light. Pale-colored, small 
i Nicely treed lot with small creek provides a picturesque and private m leaves on new stems are also 
~!  setting for tlds 12 x 68 Safeway Manor with 12 x 24 addition plus stm- "- i w12H.  CMHcH approved 0ompIotodm ,' I a .  ~_~ symptom of this same !  deck. Fenced front lawn, picnic table and tooished. Lots of roo  to i " • ' ' 
~ i  eventuallybulld. Large wood heater and electric range included in • TO V ie  ew omes  N o w  problem. The remedy is to 
~:  $24,000 price. Exel. 983. • ' ' '~" exposure,m°ve the plant to a br igbteror  closer to a win- 
- INTOWN " I [---_ : Three bedroom residence with 936 sq. ft. of living space, fireplace, full height ~ dew, If you are using artifi- 
~1 eonstmctnd on 70 x 190 ft, lot. Asking $48,500. gxcl. 880. • [ ' • ' ' $ increase the wattage or the 
KLEANZA DRIVE • number of bulbs used. 
ii~ Large (1600 sq. ft.) well built concrete basement~ set uP for living. Ready for ill I " - -  0, - ' " /  1 
log or convenUmmi main storey. Set In hillside with southern ex l~ure on 200 m Browning leaf edges, with m x450R.Iot.FrldSe, ranSe, washer&dryerinelnded. : I \ , .v= ultimately dying, in. 
_ ollfumaceavailable.Nerygoodvalue, aek forfurther dot~,~, ou l~,~,~,  i MOUNTAIH VISTA BLV HOW HOMES - ' it dicate that a plant is not re- 
KERR STREET . ~ S Mist the plant regularly, and 
Comfy 2 bndrm, home. Full Dope. fdn., oil heat,.comp~t kitchen, n.y, .rt~: 
full ~thrm, Storage area uacterneath e rest•once, un a gem sizes zm ,~ am . . I place its pot on a bed of 
° !! ~acmSkee-Rive,. ~,km=. .  = . Heat i later  Type  F i rep laces  if your plant seems to 
g~ BUSINESS PREMISES ..... . e sales servi¢~e. ~r¢~, ~,~,:~ [] 
letely redec°reteda~t;'~'~ s Qual i ty  Const ruct ion  By Bu i lders  Who Care and develops awhite crust of 
= ' 2, River Dr. 2 ,~ sq, R. of'concrete and frame s~rvlce bldg. On 1~4 ~: ~.:,' : . -- ,  . • . ~ built-up salts, you're giving 
• reel near DesJ~rdin StSuited ~or sales o~ ~,;r~,~ ~,fnes,~, ,~ t,,: . ~- J . Beaut i fu l  Va l ley  And Mounta in  V iew a it too much fertilizer. Water 
pa . n ~ i~ the plant thoroughly to dis- an Large shop area' front office and sales'displaY' gas heat' G°~l canditi° ' " ~ I m i] solve built.up salts, re. 
Opportunit~knoekiogfor~97,500. I . Saturday A f te rnoon  (Dec .  2)  lp . .  tO 5pem. watering within half an hou! 
m [] 
n [] to wash out the salts through 
=~ A E Le Pa e Limited Coast q~ CoasL Real ]~state Service " (1976)  L ] . . . . . '  g _ , _  ' el ] $ '~~,~ tI,¢,~'tI1'::~': P " t p°t's drainage hole' 
el el On the other hand~ plants 
m [] that fade to a pale green, ; ,,,,e, : ruden & Currie td. 
J "L~ / ~ • I I  i • l  ~,.~03t i ~'  i wit5 lower leaves turning 
[]. ' v~w V Ifflllff~l]]P~q~ Harry Smith [] 4648 kakelse Ave U|-|141 i] yellOW,little fer ilizer.may be Small,getting newt°° 
el : ~S~eL~;  ~P 635.2825 [] " leaves or no growth at all 
.~  ~,m Dof,~ el ,~ H'W~Y 16 TO PRINOE RUPER ] el ~ 4611 IJIKELSE AVE. . , . .  i "~% ¢ are other indications or this Bob Rlpmeester " 
T ER I~5T ING$ [] m :i ASK ABOUT" OUR O H , . ~3y.Tes2 • ........ T ! condition. 
~NNNMMIMNNNMS|MBMNNImMMIMMnNMBHBp.NHHIMMNMNNMM ~ ' : " " ' - " " ; " ; ~ ; ~ ~  - ,- -_ . . . . .  _. _-.. .; M~:~:.~{41~,~.~4D~ 
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ityIn I-I m °De nu o e CO Sslad 
i ~  He lp fu l  ~ O--n ~ ~ ~ j To make this condiment, 
your poet begs 
REMODEL ING THE OLDER HOME The pounded yellows of 
two hard-boiled eggs; 
Two boiled potatoes, 
passed through the 
kitchen sieve, 
Smoothness and softness 
to salad give; 
Let onion atoms lurk 
within the bowl, 
And, half-suspected, 
To add a double quantity 
of salt. 
And, lastly o'er the 
flavored compound toss 
A magic soup-spoon of 
anchovy sauce. 
Oh, green and glorious! 
Oh, herbaceous treat! 
'Twould tempt he dying 
anchorite to eat: 
Back to the world he'd 
turn his fleeting soul, 
And plunge his fingers 
in the salad bowl! 
animate the whole. Serenely full, the 
Of mordant mustard add epicure would say, 
a single spoon, Fate can not harm me, 
Distrust he condiment I have dined today! 
that bites so soon; 
But deem it not, thou - -  Sidney Smith 
man of herbs, a fault (1771-1845) 
to  l i fe when original f ixtures and 
cab~n~s'"cont'rast wi th  greenery, fresh wallcoverings and appropriate 
furniture. A new booklet, the "Kitchen and Bath idea Book," tells you 
what  and how to get what  you need to improve an older home. 
Most Americans now live point and the right spot for 
in houses at least 15 years a conversation area that you 
old that challenge both their can make with. matching 
ingenuity and their bank sofas opposite each other, 
accounts, or large easy chairs on either 
In the kitchen and bath, side of a table. 
'appropriate in bathrooms 
and kitchens where heat 
and moisture soon ruin 
' wallpaper. 
• .4. 28-P .q'~ f.il-color 
.Kitchen .,.d Bath Idea 
where fixtures are already 
fixed, the challenge grows, 
forcing the homeowner to 
work around what's already 
there. You can make even 
these rooms attractive if 
you keep these suggestions 
in mind: 
1. Choose furnishings in 
scale with your rooms. Your 
breakfast nook will seem 
larger when you use a light- 
weight Parsons table with 
bamboo, bentwood or rush- 
bottomed chairs. Avoid 
placing large, heavy pieces 
in small rooms where people 
will have to squeeze by 
them• 
2. Make a floor plan and 
arrange furniture in con- 
Traffic lanes leading to .%ok," that contains other 
French doors that open suggestions, along with 
onto a porch or patio numerous remodeled room 
should be free of clutter, scenes and "case histories," 
but a bookshelf corner can car/ be yours for &0~ when 
be a study area if you fill it you write: GTRWalleovering 
"th a desk chair and lame ,C%CN 01550.PR, Trenton, 
A vacant wall might accom- N.J. 0~(~50. 
modate ~a p|kn~'~ht0~siv  ~ 4+ Make :,liberal use . of 
cabinet and music stand, or plants as accessones. 
your stereo components. Nothing freshens up an old 
3. Wallcoverings afford 
one of the' least expensive 
ways to make a dramatic 
change in a room. They also 
lend personality that d,~ll. 
painted walls do not. 
Fabric-backed vinyl wall- 
covefin~ like those from 
General ' Tire and Rubber 
Company are the most prsc- 
house like a touch ~of green- 
cry. 'Pry concealing old- 
fashioned • plumbing in the 
bsthroom with a lavish 
vetted plant sitting on the 
floor, and fill empty spaces 
on tops of radiators and 
windowsills with leafy ferns. 
A tall plant can do wonders 
for a tight but otherwise 
empty little corner. -~. 
None of these ciianges 
55 acres on Kalum Lake 
Road. Deep Creek runs 
through property and some 
limber on land. Some gem 
bottom land and gravel on 
upper portion. Asking 
00. MLS. Signs $55,00 . 
posted and map d area 
available at McC0lls. 
Excellent 
AN IMMAOULITE, WELL BUILT, 5 YEAR OLD HOME! 
l++i,.o.n,,,,..,.+ ..  .o....'..", '..."+ in'°",'+!'"°°' +!++ 
eq, II, homo Io eel•sled o• • largo freed Ioi, which tnoludoe 
i a fenced baokl•rd and patio. The home has 4 bedrooms, I~/~ :'i 
~*~baihrooma,  finished bee•mona with separate laundrl room, : 
weu kept s bedroom[u:Tho modest price of $U1~00 inohdee a carport and storage 
condominium on Davisi "" "] 
Avenue Bedroonmallwithi shed, Immediate poseess lo•  can  be arranged. Make an •: 
lappointmont by phoning PARK AVENUE REALTY to view this : 
Iable~l 
,! + 
on 
,,v,,.e~. i Aluminum exterior, fur- 
w-w. Fridge & stave in- 
cluded in asking price of 
130,000.00. Existing mtg. 
approx, t~HU00.00. Hook-up 
for washer & dryer in 
kitchen. Comfortable 
economical starter 
family 
venient groupings. If the Ileal. They wipe clean with- 
area is large, divide it out rubbing, resist stains 
visually into sections and and moisture, retain their 
place furniture logically, original colors indefinitely 
In a living room, for and strip off easily when 
example, a carved mantle-you want to change or 
piece should be the focal move. Vinyl is especially 
II 
DECORATING A 
~Jy Joy 
A parent wno bmprises a 
child with a new room robs 
the youngster of half the 
fun of decorating. A child 
denied the anticipation... 
planning.. • and part of the 
do-it-yourself execution 
loses a good opportunity for 
stir-expression. 
You  can't blame a child 
for wanting to be in on such 
a personal project. It's un- 
fair when the children con- 
cerned are neglected and 
adults completely "take 
+ over." 
Whether you're decorat- 
ing with a tot or a teenager, 
let the youngster pick the 
predominant color. 
It would be a good idea 
to start with the floor. 
Color could begin there. 
Some of the new self- 
stick carpet iles from Arm. 
strong have rugged enough 
textures to withstand rough- 
and-tumble activity from 
two rugged boys in a room 
end are do.it.yourself easy 
as well as durable. Installing 
carpet squares is such a 
cinch that (with only a little 
help at room perimeters) it's 
an excellent D-I-Y project 
for an older ehild~ 
A s~cial sport, hobby, 
or eoliedtio~ can provide a 
theme and allow a favorite 
color to run" riot in accesso- 
'ries that depict he interest. 
As for furniture, if your 
daughter is wild.for-wicker, 
for instance, you don't have 
to buy, lots of new pieces; 
one wteker chair (from a 
second-hand store) spray- 
painted will make a good 
start, 
A bedroom is more than 
a place to sleep...so don't 
forgbt storage. Trundle beds 
, available from Thomasville 
~, am not only space,avers 
but have xtra storage draw- 
era as well. 
An easy desk to put to- 
gether could be two painted 
file drawer cabinets topped 
CHILD'S ROOM 
Miller 
with an inexpensive ply- 
wood top and covered with • 
smooth vinyl resilient floor- 
ing. 
Shelves mounted over a 
bed, desk, or on a wall can 
need be expensive when you 
cover old walls and re-cover 
old furniture with matching 
or compatible fabrics and 
materials. 
and even plants.., and are 
functional s well as decora- 
tive. 
At best, the room should 
reflect a child's personality 
and should be comfortable 
and iryviting. 
The simplest materials 
can make decorating a 
child's room a delightful ex- 
perience and inspire en- 
vironment-control creativity 
throughout life. 
'+~ down ~plexes in good 
~ndition, All units com- 
plate with fridge and stove, 
Duplexes in very desirable 
locaUon and set up on 3 
separate side by side lots. 2 
have good storage sheds at 
rear c~ lots. Lots are 60 x 
lP .  For viewing and 
perusal of recent ap_p .ralald 
call Bonnie or uuo a~ 
LiMCColl's. Listed 
1105,000.00. MLS. 
~ t  [ Large family home 
extra large lot in , 
3 -  2 bdrm. I d,irable loeatio~ Li 
rm. 24 x 25 with sliding: 
doors to patio & fi~plac.e, 
la . .~ dining room wlm 
I[ 
~t~g area and built in 
china cabinet. 3 bedrros. 
and 4 piece bath on main, 
4th bedroom, 3piece hath 
and recreation area down. 
Good sized hack entrance 
at and boot room. Listed 
exclusively at $60,000.00. 
++++o i li 
I 
a p,t+  635-4971 I I 
e year old three bedroom 
home on large lot in Cop- 
perside. Very clean and 
comfortable. Built to 
National Building Code 
requiremenl~. Asking only 
138,e0o.e0. Call HeroS or 
Chrbtel for more delaik. 
> ' " ~i++''+++ ' ' ~, 
Price reduced to IS4,000.00. 
Situated on I acre of land 
Just north of town: New 
IZK sq+ It, split level nceos 
some exterior finishing. 
Home has fireplace, 
sunken living room, end 3 
lerge bedrooms. Phone 
Murlel for mere in- 
Over 1100 eq. It., Z bedroom 
home. Extra bedroom, 
bath and roe room in 
basement. Some finishing 
needs to be done. Located 
oa Davis Avenue. Asking 
I$2,000.00. Call Borst or 
Chdstel. 
The Price iJ RlghL Three 
bedroom home, lull 
basement, I0Z0 sq. ft. 
allotted on ½ acre, close to 
stores and scboob. Asking 
only 134,M0.M, Call Horst 
or Chrlstel for more 
delaib. 
Four bedroom, split tcvei, 
rock laced fireplace, 
family room and fifth 
bedroom on lower level. 
Attached garage. Aektag 
~,MO.~}. Coil Kelly. 
;ertles 
Neat & cute. 3 bedroom 
imngslew on Weber Street. 
Fenced and landscaped. 
Has fireplace end carport, 
Phane Frank. 
0all l Inquire at our 0Ilion about Florida Pro 
• ' AFTER OFFIOE HOURS 
KELLY S|UlIIES ./i136.TIllll 
OHRIsTEL UOILIUSKI - 63R-U397 
ROBT BODLINSKI - 636-6357 
MURIEL NULE - 63B.21144 
JUD|~ flPHSOU - 13e.1662 ZEBA FRAIIOI$ S35411S 
• IqlAIIK SKIDMORE - 635'5691 
nishings included except 
personal belongings. Set up 
on concrete blocks and 
beams, with a ~y  shack- 
sundeck attached. 
Property is partially 
landscaped, the water is 
supplied by a private water 
system and there is a large 
concrete septic tank and 
field. For viewing contact 
Rusty Ljtmgh. 
I 
¢ 
REVENUE HOME 
Approximately 1400 sq. ft. 
of living area in this 
modern home Just under 5 
years old with fireplaces, 3
bedrooms, eusuita 
plumbing, carpeting and a 
two bedroom suite in the 
basement. There is a 
rumpus room, and extra 
bedroom for the owner as 
well in the lower area. The 
suite has a separate n- 
trance, and electrical 
meter and there is an at- 
toched garage. Fro" 
viewing phone Rusty 
Ljungh. ,, 
DELUXE HOME 
Offering so much en- 
joyment for the family. 
1585 sq. ft., 3 bdrm. with 
optional 4th. Delightful 
living room, corner 
fireplace, large built-in 
nook in kitchen, 20'~4' 
carpeted roc room. 34'. 
kidney shaped awlmming 
f pool fully equipped, heated 
lltration system, all 
automatic, also sauna. 4807 
Davis St. Reasonably 
priced. Give Bob Sheridan 
a call to tell you more. 
ATTRACTIVE HOME 
Very well kept 3 bedroom, 
no basement home with 
wall to wall carpeting, 
laundry area and storage, 
Alcun siding, natural gas 
heat and hot water, carport 
• and it is located on a fully 
landscaped lot with rear 
fencing and a storage snag 
included in the price. Full 
price ~,500.00. To view 
+ phone Rusty Ljun~. 
LARGE HOME WITH 
RENTAL SUITE 
Located in a quiet area on 
the bench with ap- 
in'oximately 1300 sq. ft. of 
living area featuring 3 
bedrooms, fireplace, 
carpeting, large family 
kitchm, attached carport 
and a full basement with a 
two bedroom suite, 
fireplace and outside en- 
trance. To view interior 
phone Rusty LJungh. 
nn 
SUPER STARTER HOME 
Neat as a pin this 2 
bedroom home is located 
across from Cassie Hall 
School, has been com- 
pletely ron+ovated .i~ide 
with carpeting, painting, 
etc. and has a V4 basement 
with nearly completed 
rumpus room, and outside 
basement  ent rance .  
la feted, 
zaped and there 
covered rear veranda 
across the length of the 
house. To view phone 
Rusty Ljungh. 
PRIVACY AND VIEW 
Modern near new split 
level home with 130e sq. ft. 
of living area and 3" 
bedrooms, enauite 
plumbing, two fireplaces, 
carpeting, large kitchen 
with eating area and 
pantry cupboards, patio 
doors to concrete susdeck, 
attached heated garage, 
and lower level with 
bedroom, rumpes room, 
laundry area and storage. 
Property is approximataly 
an acre, lightly treeo, I 
landscaped and has a view I 
of the river and Sleeping | 
Beauty range of noun- |  
tains. For viewing phone n 
Bert Ljangh. - l , 
fIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT 
WITH HOUSE 
Located on Keith Avenue i 
this 3 bedroom home has ! 
hardwood floors, oil fur- 
nace heat, laundry area : 
and mud room. The lot is 60 
x 390, has access from ! 
Pohle Street in the rear, a . 
garden area and some 
outbuildings. For viewing 
phone Rust~' Ljungh. . 
CATHEDRAL EN- 
TRANCE -- NEW CON- 
STRUCTION 
Located in a controlled 
subdivision this 3 bedroom 
home has 1176 8q. ft. of 
living area, wall to wall 
carpeting, enauita plum- 
bing, fireplace, eating area 
in the kitchen plus a dining 
room, gas heat and hot 
water, a % basement and a 
cedar siding exterior. 
Phone Bert Ljungh to view. 
3 BRAND NEW HOMI~I.IN CALEDONIA SUBDIVISION 
Nearing completion-- quality construction• All the extras, NHA mortgages - natural 
gas heating- 3 bdrm. and4 bdrm. plans- see them with our sales taff• 
JOHN CURRIk  - I3$-58~S 
BOB SHERIDAN - t3StM4 
BERT L JUNGH - 63$.5154 
RUSTY LJUNGH - 6354754 
OWAIN Meg;eLL . 635-2976 
Preferred Realty World Clients May Receive a 10% Discount 
.... on a Budget Truck Rental 
EVENING 
PHONES 
i 
ii 
b £ A ~  . . . . . . . .  m i m  ~ m ~ ¸ ~ ' m i m m  
, "' ~ P, '+-" 
:! TERRACE DRUGS LTI}. - 
~3201 lalum 636-7274 
• Vita&mins 
Toys, Toys, Toy's 
CLASSIF IED RATES SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
LOCAL ON LY: October l, 1978 
20 words or less $2,00 per SingleCopy 200 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 ByCarrier ruth3.00 
cents per word. By Carrier year33.00 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
St .25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22:Cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~.00 per line per month. 
)n a 4 month basis only 
I )EADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publiratlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH OROER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
S~rvico charge of $S.~0 en all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
• within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser reauestlng space 
that the II=blllty of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of en error. 
appearing In the ad- 
vertisement as published 
TIONS: .: . ~ ,: . . . . . .  sha l l  be l imited .to thG 
NO c'harg~ pr0vi'(~d"i~e~s" 'amount paid by the ad. 
~,ubmlfled within one month, vertlser for only one In- 
$5.00 pr.oductlon charge for 
Nedding and.or engagement 
,.~ctures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10,00 charge, with or 
without picture, Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5,50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
,=unerals 5.50 
=ards of Thanks 5.50 
~emorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, encestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved 
:'¼ !,  I~ 
IN(:' "-:~ AWAY CLUB 
Meo! ~:v:, ' tuesday night at 
in ~, ' c,~.]a Health Unit. 
F'or r',ore ::Jormatlon phone 
;~5-3;.;/ or ~35-.3023. 
Rape Relloe 
,~;bo.')lon Ce*m~ui!Ing 
¢ Crisis t, i~ tr)~ 
.earn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy o~ 
think you would enloY flylng, 
rifle range, outdoor ac- 
tivlt'.es and are between 13-16 
years of age, please call: 
/V~i~e Smith at 635.5036 or 
P,~v Tasa at 635-7598 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to 
Life promoters: 
Lisa al 635-3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635. t503 
Lodles Sllm Line Club meets 
Monday evening -- 6:30 p,m. 
-- Unlted Church basement, 
Kitlmat. (nc.I0.14) 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The ThreP Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
,urnlture, also any discarded 
~ood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-7230 between 
~a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup, 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
By Mall 3 mth IS.00 Held weekly at the Health 
ByMail 6mth25,00 Unit every Tuesday from 
By Mail year45.00 1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
SeniorCitlzen year20.00 for an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
British Commonwealth and Recreation Centre on the 
United States of Ameriea ono fourth Friday of every 
year 55.00. month from 1:30 • 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Box 399, Terrace, B .C .  Babysitters who bring 
VDG 2M9 children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
HOME DELIVERY munlzatlon. 
Terrace & District ADULT CLINICS 
Thornhill & District These are held at the 
Phone 635.6357 Health Unit on Monday, 
,, Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
The Herald reserves tl only. 
right to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
appropriate headings and to Classes are held 
set rates therefore and to throughout the year at in. 
determine page location, tervals for expectant 
The Herald reserves the parents. Phone the Health 
right 1o revise, edit, classify Unit for details and 
or reiect any advertisement registration. 
and to retain any answers HOME NURSING CARE 
directed to the Herald Box Nursing care in the home 
Reply Service, and to repay for those who need it on 
the customer the sum paid 'referral from their family 
for the advertisement and doctor. Terrace area only 
box rental. HEALTH PARADE 
Box replies on "Hold" For 4 year old children. 
Instructions not picked up Held on third Monday of 
withlnl0daysofexplryofan every month. Develop 
advertisement wi l l  be mental, vision, I~earlng 
destroyed unless mailing' screening done. Please 
Instructions are received phone for appointment. 
Those answering Box PRENATAL BREATHING 
Numbers are requested not & RELAXING EXERCISES 
to send orlglnels of Held every Monday af- 
,~r,,m,mts to avoid I .oss. ternnon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
All c,a,ms m errors lit V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at ~ 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done hy 
consultant. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Availablel 
Phone ~15..~,36 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: S:3O p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or :~al. 8':~10 p.m. 
Mlils M4.m~rlal Hospital. 
Sun. Breakf~M Meeting. 10 
o neon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Weight Watches:; meetlng 
~eld every Tuesday ~t I p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4997 Lazelle Avenuea 
SKEENACENTRE ' 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
. Day care for working j 
people 
. Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
enntaci Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothinq, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on LaTelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m 
and 3 p.m. Thank you 
tnctfn) 
Atea and bazaar will be held 
in Knox United Church on 
Saturday, Decombar 2 from 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
293 City Centre, Kitimat 
On Friday, December 1, the 
local Annual Adult Art Show 
will open at 4 p.m. at the 
Kitimat Museum. The 
paintings will be on display 
from December I to January 
13. You are cordially invited 
TO view the exhibit and - -  
maybe - -  chose that special 
Christmas gift. 
Museum Hrs.: 12-5, Fridays 
12-8, closed Sun. & Men. 
(nc6-8D) 
CASTING 
Dec.2at2 p.m. 
Evening of Short Plays 
running Feb. 12 & 13, 1979. 
(ncl-lD) . 
COLLEGE COUNCIL 
COMMITTEE MEETING 
December 1, 19'/8 at 6:30 
p.m. tO be held in the Board 
Room, Northwest Com- 
munity College Campus, 
Terrace 
AGENDA 
REGULAR MEETING 
1) Distance Education 
Satellite Communications. 
Gary Karlsen, Learning 
Coordinator (refer to 
Principal's memo dated 
NOV, 20, 1978). 
2) Delegatiou- Health..Ad... 
visery Committee 
3) Adult Education - Terrace 
School District. Francis 
L~g, C.E.S. c oq~U~tor. 
4) Minutes of Council 
Meeting - Oct. 14, 1978. 
5) Matters arising from 
Minutes of Oct. 14, 1978. 
6) Bursar's Report 
7) Committee Reports: (a) 
Personnel (b) Finance (e) 
Curriculum (d) Buildings 
(e) B.C.A.C. 
8) Composition of Ad- 
ministrative Committee 
(brought forward from 
Administrative Committee 
Meeting) 
9) Student Termination 
Procedures (discussed at 
last administrative com- 
mittee meeting) 
1O)' Increase of Rates 
Dormitories (refer to 
Bursar's memo of Ont. 24, 
already circulated). 
11) 1978-80 Cash Capital 
Budget (refer to budget 
already circulated). 
12) Dental Assistant 
Training 
13) Other Busineas. (nc4-1D) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Co-op, 
December 22 from S p.m. 9 
P.M. All of our friends who 
wish TO donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m. (nc30- 
22d) 
2 p.m. to 4:30 o,m. (n¢-tfn) 
The Salvation Army will be 
spensorlng a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on Decemher 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad. 
mission S1.00- 4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9-9n) 
'PREGNANT?' 
NIXED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Necbako Centre. 
(nctfn-20n) 
8PE~IALGENERAL 
MEETING 
Skeena Valley golf & 
Country Club Society Wed. 
Dec. 6, 8 p.m., Skeena Room 
no. Z at Terrace Hotel. 
Meeting to discuss funding 
results and purchase of Golf 
Club Property by the Club. 
(nc3-SD) 
The next meeting of the Mt. 
Elizabeth Saeondary School 
Parents Committee is 
Monday, December 4,IS78 at 
7:30 p.m. in Room 125 at 
IVI.E.S.S. All parents are 
welcome. (nc2.AD) 
MANAGER & SECRETARY 
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS 
PARTY 
Once again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Manager and Secretary 
Christmas Party. This gives 
the managers the op- 
portunity to show their" 
appreciation to their 
secretaries for the fine work 
and dedicated loyalty 
throughout he year. It is 
also a fine opportunity for 
some firms to have a 
Christmas Staff Party at a 
small cost. 
THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Dec. 13, 1978 
The Time: 12 Noon to 4 p.m. 
The Place: Terrace Hotel, 
Skcena River Room. 
A beautiful and delicious 
buffet dinner will be served, 
in the usual Terrace Hotel 
tradition and featuring 
"Aug ie ' s  Spec ia l " .  
Remember our famous 
"Gluhwein" (Hot Wine)? 
Yes, there will be plenty "of 
that. 
Enterta iner:  Beauti ful  
"Anjell" from Edmonton 
will delight yon with her 
songs. 
Price: 18.50 per person, aria 
tickets are available n~ at 
the Terrace Hotel or phone 
835-2231 for reservations 
soon. ATTENTION: P.S.: Wives are welcome A Meeting of the 
TERRACE LITrLE tool ll l (nel3-13D) 
THEATRE 
will be held on The Terrace Child Minding 
Men. Dee.4 Association will be holding 
at8 p.m. at their 
Terraee Little Theatre MONTHLY MEETING 
Kalum Street, Wednesday, Dec. 6,1978- 8
Terrace, B.C. p.m. 
(nc2J.D) at the Centre, 4542 Park Ave. 
All interested persons 
Terrace Art Association welcome to attend. (ne6.6D) 
Picture Lean will not be held 
due to Library expansion. December ! 
Anyone wishing to return or 
renew pictures may bring BAKE SALE 
them to the Library 4 p.m, at the Coop. Proceeds 
basement Wednesday, Dec. 6 for the Centennial Christian 
from 7-g p.m. (nc4-1D) School, 
DUFFS BICYCLE SIIOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Barber Shop 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3223 Emerson 
(a-06) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
EleetHeal and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 
(eft) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(WeS Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
~lTS  anytime 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD• 
We buy copper, glass, aH 
• metals and batteries. 
location - -  Seal Cove 
till S p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 87.4-r~3g 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638-1835 
(a j4 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
Full or par*dime. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour• 
Training is available• For 
interviews call Joan • 638. 
8392 anytime ( Fuller Brustt ) 
• (ct f ) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635-6357 
tnc-clfn) 
Car warmer, World Book 
encyclopedia,  recl iner,  
bathroom light fixtures, 
kitchen table & chairs. 
Phone 635-3885. (p5-6DI 
FORSALE 
Fujica 705 Camera with 28 
mm wide angle lens and 
case. Only one year old. 
Phone 
635-2967 
after 5 p.m. (stf.tfn) 
For Sale: Fawcett wood 
heater. Phone635.6095. (pS- 
1D) 
1977 -30' travel trailer. Fully 
winterized, self-contained. 
Must sell. Phone 635-3963. 
• (IZ-W) 
I 
Double Beds - -  $49 each, 
Color T.V. (20" RCA) • 
I;3~. Chrome elmira (new) 
. $28 each. Dishwasher, like 
~ew- ~k390. Adding machlm 
. $40, Ping Imng table - t~0, 
theae 
635-7686 
I~-gD) 
, ! 
I 
JUST ARRIVED AT 
QUEENSWAY TRADING 
mS Kaum 
--NEW-- - -~:~l ' ) -  
A large Assortment of 
Great Gilt Ideas for 
Everyone 
Dolls- Musical 
Wickerware- 
Rattan Sets 
Planters - 
Brass & Copper 
Jewel Boxes 
Remote Control Cars 
Battery Train Sets 
Dart Beards 
Cups & Saucers 
Clocks . 
Rocking Chairs 
Coffee Sets 
Fancy Lamp Shades 
Bar Mirrors 
Wooden Kitchenware 
Radios 
Stereo- 8track & 
cassette combinations 
Angelus Bells 
Wind Chimes 
2 Way Radios 
Lamps 
--We Gift Wrap--- 
Come In and Browse A 
Your Leisure 
Open 6 Days a Week 9:30-6 
Friday till 9 
OPEN TILL 9 
ALL XMAS WEEK 
ATTENTION 
2 Belted Snow Tires with CONTRACTORS 
Dodge rims. Size E78x14- $50 Industrial office trailer for 
each. 2 snow tires with Chev rent. 10x40 Travco. Two 
rims. Size735xtS - $25 each. 1 room jobsite office trailer 
Snow tire for Mustang with Chinook Trailer Sales 
rim. Size E78 x 14 • $35. 1 5506 Hwy. 16 West, 
Bathroom vanity with green 635-2033 
sink. (single door). Size Dealer no. D01113A 
20x16 and 34" high - $60. (atfn-17n) 
Phone 638-8483. (p3-5D) 
1971 Kawasaki. 90 cc. 110 lb. 
weight lifting set - $125. 
Phone 635-5970. (p7-llD) 
Girl Guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- 
3260. 635-3294. (nc-tin) 
Small portable sawmilL $700 
OBO. Call 635-4559. (e3-ID) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635-3886. (p20-6d) 
One Polaroid 440 camera 
,complete with case, flash & 
charger. Hittaehi 8 track 
record player. 1975 Nova LN, 
All in good condition and 
reasonably priced. 635-5979. 
(c5.6D) 
For Sale: One pair size 9½ 
Knstinger Leather Ski Boots 
- 120. Oil heater, 35,000 BTU's 
- $15. 500 gallon oil tank & 
stand- $200. Artificial Scotch 
Pine 6' Christmas tree with 
stand. Xmas l ights & 
decorations. Phone ¢~5-9258. 
(tfn.stf) 
195 em Kastle skis, Sa]omon 
bindings - $130. Enterprise 
oil heater - $140. 8" table 
saw, east op-$2O0. Stand for 
above - $25. 600x13 studded 
snow tires - $20 pair. Phone 
635-7405. (p4-1D) 
'GIFT IDEAS' 
We make to order, 
macrame, lamps, tables, 
plant hangers and towel 
racks. Plus other useful and 
decorative items. For more 
information please call 635. 
9736 or 638-1705. (cS-ldl 
2 bdrm. house for rent - in 
town. Oil heat. Phone 635- 
6919. (pl0-11D) 
One bedroom suite for rent. 
Fridge and stove included. 
Phone 635-9460. (pS-ID) 
3 bedroom basement suite 
for rent. $225 per month.  
Near town and hnspitni. 
Available Dee. 15, 1978. 
Phone E~5-3292. (p3.4D) 
HILLSIDE LODGE [ 
• 4450 Little Avenue 
l 
S leep ing  rooms, I  
housekeeping un i ts , |  
centrally located. Fully | 
furnished. Reasonable |
rates by day or week.| 
Non.drinkers only. Phone I 
635-6611.' (elf-f) , | 
-KEYsToNE COURT [ 
APARTMENTS I 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. I 
One, two and three I 
bedroom apartments. I 
• .Laundry-& storage area. I 
Near schools end I 
downtown. Clean, quiet, l 
Spaclous, securlty lockup l 
and patrol. I 
Full time manager in l 
~'esidence53s's224 I 
:ctf.f) l 
For Sale: 4 bedroom home. 
Close to high school and 
downtown Terrace. 635-3456. 
(ps.5D) 
'Must Sell' -- leaving 
Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers. 
635-4308. (c15.16d) 
5 ACRES with small house 
on the bench. Price M5,000. 
'hone 635-4453, (cff-m,f) 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full. 
basement and fireplace., 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
635.6011 
635.4094 
(at fn.026) 
Absentee owner anxious to 
sell nice 2 bdrm. house on 
P/alker St. in Thornhill. 
1090 sq. ft, 
Acorn Fireplace 
Carport 
Fhla home was purcbas~ 
1973 for ~A,550 arm 
)wrier will sell for the same 
price. All offers con- 
sidered. For more in- 
formation phone Traders 
Group Ltd. 
635.6310 
(c4-1D) 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on I azelle 
Shopping Centre, Te' race, 
B.C. 635-357f or 2L ;.1939 
Vancouver. ,6vailable ~.pt. 
I, 19/8. (cff 
LOTS FOR SALE 
Large lots on Soueie and 
Monrce. Phone 964-4424. 
(effn-27N) 
HELP WANTED 
Exporienoed Dining Room WMtress 
Desk Olerk with some bookkeeping 
knowledge, 
Union wage| 
Apply in person - Lakelse Hotel 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL Iv  ERY  
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and. 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor, and we custom build to sup 
Government grant of $2500 applicab,', 
Expense paid fare Vancouver .  return• Fo, 
free credit check and approva I please phone 
collect. 
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd.  | Will do fruit tree pruning. 
Phone 635-7685 after 5 p.m. 935-5447 , ,  '. | 
(ncS-7Dsff) I 
CARPENTRY-HANDYMAN ~ 
available. Small jobs 
desired. Remodel l ing,  
cement work, fix.up. For 
information phone 635-3261, 
Richard Wllderson. (e5.6) 
Used Pickup. Must be in 
good mechanical shape. No 
rust. Maximum of $1,200. 
Phone 635-3478. (c3-5D) 
Wanted 1o rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn.stf) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1970, 
Dally Heratd. 
If brought 1o office we'll 
pay you S2.00. (nclfn) 
NEED SOME 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH to1 
your old furniture, 
hOusehold Items, guns, etc. 
Just phone 
630-1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(atfnw.f] 
COST ANALYST- ACCOUNTING 
We have an immediate opening for a Cost Analyst. 
with the company's management accounting roup. 
Situated at the company's head office in Kitimat, the 
successful applicant will be responsible for assisting in 
the preparation and analysis of various cost 
statements, operating plans, and budgets pertaining to 
the company's woodlands operations. 
Preference will be extended to those applicants 
enrolled in the second year of a recognized accounting 
degree and having some forest products accounting 
experience. 
Opportunities for advancement within the cen- 
trallzed accounting department are excellent. 
The above position is accompanied by an attractive 
salary and a full range of company paid benefits, in- 
cluding a dental plan. 
Candidates interested inthis position are required to 
submit heir resume in strict confidence to: 
Mr. S.B. Fritter 
Industrial Relations Manager 
Euroean Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd. 
P.O, Box 1400 
Kitimat, B.C, VaC 2HI 
Phone 604-632-6111 Loe. 252 
I I ¸ 
~ LOT - Thor;~-u 
District. Well and septic 
system. $10,000. Call Ed 
Carder - 9564110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNeill, B.C. 
V0N =go. (F) 
FULLY serviced lot on 
l~.ved street in Horseshoe 
area. Phone 635-7367. (c3. 
11)) 
. . . . .  .~ , .  , , .  ~: 
I I I 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobile homes 
from as ~ow as $100.00 
down. O:A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome. 
Phone col lect  591 
5105, 
(ctf) 
DEALERS WANTED 
CBS JALCO INDUSTRIAL 
TIRE FLUIDS LTD. 
5his all new tire balancing 
M~ld and tire sealant now ~,~ for ~.t .beuon in [ 
tern Canada. Interested 
Drfles-Terrace or Kiilmat. 
Box 1188, this paper. (pS*7) 
• '= ] 
8,u~ CeW~deu~p W
~st J~ t0Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Snow Roofs Trailer 
Residences for l~epsrtment 
of Fish and Wildlife, 358 
Brown St., Casalar, B.C. 
AND Department of Human 
Resources, 239 Kennedy St., 
Cassiar, B.C. will be 
received up t03:50 p.m. local 
time the 19th day of 
December 1078, and thee 
available at that ime will be 
opened in public at 
British Columbia 
• • BulldlageCorporaflon, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 
T~doring documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the let day of December 
1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2.1D) 
DISTRICTOF: "., 
KITIMAT " 
NOTICE,O~". ,. * ' '~' 
TENDER;~:; ~ . 
• SITE GRADING ' ,/ 
"PHASE II" 
CITY CENTRE 
EXPANSION 
Sealed tenders marked 
"SITE GRADING PHASE 
H" - -  CITY CENTRE 
EXPANSION" will be a0- 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. cepted, by the undersigned 
Four door, fully equipped, until 10:30 a.m., local time, 
new radial tires. S3000. December 12, 1978. Tenders 
must he accompanied by a 
197S GMC ~/, Ton, :,.~m~r, ~.e~_il~J:,.%l~lue or hid bond 
Spe:lal Pick.up Tr~; '8~ 1~ tl~ 8~unt  of ten percent 
G.V.W. 4S4 engine, dual (10 percent) of the bid 
exhaust, camper package, amoent and a Consent of 
Excellent condition. $.5500. Surety for 8 f~y percent (50 
Dealer no. D1113A. (self.n1) percent) PerformeaenBond. 
This work Includes hauling 
~1S-2828 of soft off the site, moving of 
5504Hwy. 16W. cut to fill, gredin~ etc., on 
approximately six (6) 
hectares. 
19'/3 Ford Gnlaxie. ~ dr. H.T. Plans, apecificatioms and 
tender documents may be 
,351 engine, P.S., P.B. Good' obtained from the amce of 
running condition. Phone 635-9(}64. (p4-1D) the Municipal Engineer, 270 
City Centre, Kilimat, B.C. 
Lowest or any tender 
not necessarily be accepted. 
1969 Dodge ½ Ton truck. . M.Feil, 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
14EW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
eastern vansfrom Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These 
vans feature custom exterior 
paint with extremely well 
finished Interiors amf 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
"USED ~ 19~5 Ford F2~ 
Q'ew Cab - -  low mileage. 7 
ft. box, Exeallent buy for 
large family or contractor. 
SSm. 
1977 Intarnatlonal Terra 
,~out 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Looking hub, Diesel 
power. ST000. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass S*:~,n Wagon. 
Slightly ~8~1;e average 
mileage, average 
price. $3600. 
1973 International Travelall. 
Low • mlleege, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trall~" towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $2000. 
The Herald, Friday, December 1, 1978, Page IS 
umber industry seeing boom year 
GMC 1969 a,4 ton with 11½'. 
Security camper. Six tires, Canada's lumber ~ea=ers 
17" wheels, portapower are racking up impressive 
t to te -a -vo l t ) .  Campe~ sales this year, anxious to 
equipped with fridge, 4 take advantage of a boon in 
burner stove and oven, what hey describe as an up- 
furnace, ports toilet, Queen and.down industry. 
sized bed, Condition A-1 "Sure, we're having a good 
throughout. Price $5,000. year but this is a cycli~l !n- 
Phone 635-5006 after 3 p,m. dostry," said A.G. Rumnmo, 
executive director of 
cent and profit increases as 
high as !19 per cent.- 
DcVrieS said customers 
are paying 30 per cent more 
for plywood from his firm 
while supplies have been 
tight with up to eight to 10 
Weeks delivery. 
Arden Rytzn, manager of 
the Alberta Forest Products 
For example, he said the 
price for 2 X 4 hemlock 
boards increased 12 per cent 
from April to October. April 
was considered a low point. 
Various spokesmen for 
Manitoba Forest Resources 
Ltd., the province's major 
lumber producer, eferred to 
the fact that lumber prices 
in Amherst, Rumheld said the U.S. market will take 
the industry lost money in about 65 per cent of total 
19)),1967, 1971,1974and1975,. Canadian production. 
adding that he rate of return As well. he said the 
for the Canadian lumber Canadian government has 
industry is far below the- encouraged exports and 
Ranadanaverage.- allowed the dollar to go down 
Canada ships between 65 invalue, givlng the Canadian 
per cent and 75 per cent of its lumbar industry agood year. 
production to export "When there's a good 
markets, mainly the U.S. housing ,policylntheU.S., we 
This year, Rumbeld said ' rmpend.' 
Incorporatel $70,00 plus 
filing fees. Obtain your 
lawyer supervised in- 
corporation over the phone 
fastl Call Self Counsel 
Services toll free, 112-800- 
663.3007. Chargex and 
Mastercharge accepted. 
(eft.F) 
LAND 
REGISTRY ACT 
Re: Certificate of Title 
65~-! ,  except the Northerly 
portion lying to the North of 
a line bisecting the East & 
West boundaries thereof, 
District Lot 9'/9, Range S, 
Coast District, Plan 3500. 
WHEREAS satisfactory 
proof of loss of the above 
Certificate of Title issued in 
the name of Lucia Stella has 
been filed in my office, I 
hereby give notice that at the 
expiration of three con- 
sacutive weeks from date of 
the first publication hereof I 
shall issue a Provlalmal. 
Certificate of Title to the 
above named in lieu of said: 
Lost Certificate unless in the 
meantime valid objection is 
made in writing to the un. 
daraisned. 
DATED at the Land 
Registry Office, Prince 
Rupert, British Columbia, 
this 7th day of November, 
1978. 
R.E. Hesper 
REGISTRAR 
(a3-24.DLS) 
, NOTICE OF 
SUBSTANTIAL 
! p~.~'0~MA~CE 
TAKE '=NOTICE that the 
owner and general Con- 
tractor involved in the 
coastructlen of the building 
located at 4545 Lazelle 
Avenue, in the Dktriet of 
Terrace, British Columbia, 
declares that the con- 
struction o~the said building 
has been completed as of s 
November 1978. This Notice 
is ifiled ; . in" /~uanee of 
Saction'd'f'~'ff~'Me~J~hli~d' 
Lien Act. 
M. DA SILVA CATERING 
SERVICES LTD. 
c-o 4,5@ Lakelae Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V6G I1L~ 
• (a2-1D) 
TO WHOM 
IT MAY CONCERN 
Sunset Take-Out 
I, KAM-LOI KWOK will 
not be responsible for any 
debts or bills incurred by 
MABEL MORGAN as o/this 
date, November 28, 1978. 
(c3-4D) 
Maritime Lumber Bureau in 
Amherst, N.S. 
"You do the best you can 
when the market is good." 
• In Toronto, Peter DeVries 
of Beaver Lumber Ltd., 
agreed, saying there has 
been a tremendous demand 
for Canadian lumber, par- 
ticularly • from the United 
States. 
"But one good year doesn't 
make up for three or four 
bad ones and with the an- 
ticipated downturn in the 
U.S. next year, the situation 
might well be reversed." 
All 'dealers interviewed in 
a Cross-Canada survey 
agreed prices and profits 
were high-- DeVries said 
prices were at an all-time 
high--Imt not as high as the 
figures given by David 
Orlikow, New Democratic 
Party member for Winnipeg 
North, speaking in the House 
of Commons earlier this, 
Association, said some 
products have declined in 
price since January. Others, 
such as western red cedar, 
have risen in response to 
strong demand. 
While admitting that there 
has been a general price in- 
crease, he said costs have 
also risen steadily in recent 
years at a rate of about 10 
per cent a year. 
During 1974-75, he said the 
cost of production was 
higher than the prices 
dealers received for their 
products. 
Arvid Moen, mill manager 
at Revelstoke Companies 
Ltd. in Rocky Mountain 
House, Alta., estimates that 
prices have risen about 13 
per cent since January, 
He said wet weather that 
prevented the movement of 
lumber from B.C. forests 
was partly to blame. 
A spokesman for Mac- 
MillanBloedel Ltd. ,, in 
week. Vancouver said lumber 
Orlikow said l'umber marketing specialists reftLte 
prices were up 45-to-65 per thefi~ures given by 0rlikow, 
Loophole closed 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Govern- 
ment officials uncovered "a 
pretty hideous kind of situ- 
ation" in the chartered 
banks last month after a two- 
year inveotigation of their 
security holdings. 
The findings of the inquiry 
were released Thursday by 
William Kennett, inspector 
general of banks, in an ap- 
pearance before the Cam- 
man's finance committee. 
Kennett said the investi- 
gation helped convince 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien to close a con- 
troversial tax loophole in bis 
recent federal budget. 
Chretien provoked 
widespread criticism in the 
business community two 
weeks ago by anneuneing 
that two highly-popular 
financing arrangements be. 
twesn the banks and large 
corporations--income 
debentures and term. 
~referred shares'wi l l '  no 
longerbe tax doductible. 
The government decided 
to halt the financing 
arrangements because in--  
eoine earned by the banks 
from them was classed as 
tax-free dividend rather than 
taxable interest. Federal 
and provincial treasuries 
had lost an estimated $500 
million so far and authorities 
estimated another $160 
million would have been lost 
to the federal government in 
1979-80. 
The government inquiry 
showed the two controversial 
In dollar terms, these 
holdihgs jumped to $7.2 
billion from $765 mill!on ~p, 
years earl ier-  ~]inest~a 
tenfold increase. F ~: , , ,  
• Kennett releaseduthese 
figures at the requ~s[~ 
Sinclair Stevens. ~-  
servative financ6 c r~.  
Stevens earlier asked,!~[1 
uance department offiei~s 
for at, idea how widesP, F~#d 
the problem bad becomq~r 
Kennett said his :)~h- 
vestigation showed that the 
banks and corporations 
Considered these tax 
deductihle arrangements a 
lowcost substitute for nor- 
mal business loans. 
He said he was pleased and 
relieved when Chretien 
decided to change the in- 
come tax law in his budget to 
• close off these ar- 
rangements. 
fluctuate widely. 
While business had im- 
proved in the last 1'~ years, 
they said the market has 
been depressed since 1973. 
A spokesman for Fraser 
Companies Ltd, in Ed- 
mundston, N.B. said their 
prices are only slightly 
higher than they were m 
January. Profit this year 
was up 10-to-15 per cent from 
1977. 
Meanwhile, dealers at- 
tribute their boon year to the 
devalued Canadian dollar 
and a bealtby U.S. housing 
market. 
MacMilisn-Blodel said the 
discount in the Canadian 
dollar in teroe of U.S. funds 
was a big factor in a 02.per- 
cent increase in their profits 
for the first nine months of 
this year. 
• VeVries said the ever(. 
larger discounts in the dollar 
compared with the Japanese 
yen and German mark have 
made Canadian lumber 
relatively inexpensive in 
world markets. 
"Canada has become the 
cheapest market in town." 
NO MONEY 
DOWN?? 
!! TRY YOUR TRADE IN !l 
New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Home 
Only $16,900 
Oelivered and sot up in B.C.. Let us 
help you to qualify for  monthly • 
payments of only Sl8911 
Purchasers w|ll enjoy expend- pMd' 
flights 4r, airport pickup. Ninety 
homes for immediate delivery. 
LJ'  Munday Homes Ltd, 
m 6401 Klngsway Phone Collect 
Burnaby, B.C. VSE IE1 (1121 437-1184 
NOTIOE 
Due to the extreme oold weather, it weald be advisable 
for residents u,ually affected with frozen water linen to 
run their sold water taps to prevent their water lines 
from freezing. Lot the water run from tk• tap with • 
flow •bout the size of • pencil. 
Bi,triot e! Ttrr•e• 
WANTED 
CARRIERS 
Good condition. ¢750. Phone 
635-2613. (p3-SD) 
1074 FORD ~ ton pickup. 360 
motor, auto, radial tires, 
electronic ignition. Phone 
635-9680 after 4. (e-th, F) 
1973 Datsun pickup 1600 with 
factory flatdeck. 38,500 
miles. Mechanically very 
good. Some rust on fenders. 
Price $1,28o. 
lW/Oldsmobile Delia 88. S50 
ca. in. motor, P.S., P.B. 
Power windows, auto, air 
cond. etc. New tires, Ex- 
onllent tend. ~,500. 5~1 
ilalliwell td. Phone 638-1e82. 
(p3-lD) 
PurchanlngAgent~ financing arrangements ac- 
Diatriot of Kitimat, counted for 80 per cent of all 
270Citycantre, cbartered bank holdings of 
Kifimat, B.C. 11962 Ford 3 Ton with freight securities in Canadian 
V8C 1'1'6 box. 8,000 miles on rebuilt 6 corporations by October 
(d-24,30) eyl. engine. Rebuilt trans 1978. Two years earlier, they 
and suspension. Phone 638- accounted for just 29 per I 
I a / " 
- - - - '  I WANTED invitatbn toTender / 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Now Furnace for Terrace 
Community Correctional ISeptember 1 2, 1978 
the _,..,o,:®.. ,o=, Issues of time the lath day of 
December 1978, and thone 
available at that time will be Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herald. 
. opened in public at 
British Cohmbia 
1974 Nova 2 dr. Low mileage, 
~F,~t~. Good c~tinu. 
• 638-1459. (p4-1u1 
For Sale: 1978 Tram Am TA 
6.6 Special Edition. Auto, 
P.S., P.B., black with gold 
pinetripping. T top and 
many other extras. 635-~162 
Buildings Corporation, 
Keith Avenue 
Terrscq., B.C. VaG IK7 
Tendering dokuments may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the let day of December 
1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
after 6 p.m. (ca-aD) sealed,• clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
For Sale: 1073 Nova Hat- will not necessarily be ac- 
chlmck. 1974 Bobcat. Any eepted. (d-lD) 
reasonable offer accepted. 
View at 5003 Agar or phone 
838-1678 after 5:30 p,m, (!)5- 
7) 
1977 ,/a ton Slm'a Classic 
GMC pickup. 454 engine, tilt 
steering wheel, cruise 
control. Asking $5,500. Phone 
842-6637 after 5 p.m. (e4-6D) 
197= Datsun Pickup. In good 
mechanical order. Phone 
e38-8458. (p3-SD) 
1955 V.W. Fastback. Been 
kept in very good enediUm. 
Good running oraer, water 
tires, etc. Very easy 
gas. Open to offers. 
635-7074. (p4-1D) 
MORTGAGE LOANS 
promptly arranged 
anywhere in B.C. In- 
formation and references on 
request. J.D. Phillips Capital 
Corporation, 10073 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C, V3T 2X6. Phone 588-0411 
days or 585-1603 evenings. 
(FI 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
on file deluxe. Completely loaded, 
phone Priced to selH Phone 635. 
4094. (alfn.026) 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. ' 
Bring to the Terrace/Kitimat 
Daily Herald Office. 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWN ERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962-8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cfl.TI 
for the 
2800 Block Hall, Evergreen, 
Kalum, Keefer & Cramer 
Also 
Hemlock and Dogwood 
in Thornhill 
635-6357 
t 
?- 
/ 
f 
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Dear Abby 
By Abiga i l  Van Buren  
DEAR ABBY: I've got a screwball on my bands. 
He'I a fut.thlkiug fellow student who, after our second 
date, wanted to move in with me for what he calka 
"trial marriage." 
I told him that a real marrl~e in a well.l~hted 
church would precede any moving in. That was last 
week. 
week rm getting a sales pitch worthy of Dale 
Carnegie himself. This character tells me that 
mm'dage stifles freedom; true love eom~ only from 
complete unselfish sharing (it's my apa .r~ent); a~ 
it's the duty of today's youth to abotlsn outmoeea 
coeventims. 
Outmoded my foot! 
To my mind a woman who does not insist on the 
social and legal protectiou of a recorded marriage is a 
fool. And I can't undorstand how any man could 
respect a girl so dumb she wouldn't demand it. 
I will welcome any advice you might offer, unless 
perchance you espouse trial marriages, in which case 
please toss this into your wastepaper basket. 
JOSIE IN NEW ALBANY, IND. 
DEAR JOSIE: YOU don't need any advice from me. 
You are a very together lady. Let that smootlde get his 
owo apartment and hire a mai~. 
DEAR ABBY: I divorced my husband a year ago, 
the biggest mistake I ever made because I still love 
him. I filed for the divorce never dreaming he would let 
me go through with it, but he did. 
Our divorce solved nothing. It just doomed me to 
loneliness, to say nothing of what it has done to our 
children who miss him terribly. 
Abby, I am willing to crawl, bets, anything, to get 
hack, but I don't know how to go about it. Please, 
please help me. 
MISERABLE 
DEAR MISERABLE" Don't play games, Tell him' 
exactly what you have told me. Or better yet, send hlm 
u clipping ~ tlds column with an olive branch. You've 
nothing to lose but your loneliness. Good luck. 
DEAR ABBY: I was contemplating marriage, but now 
I'm confused. A gentoiman who works with me advised 
me not to tie the knot until I had taken a survey of 20 
man'ied people and asked them ff they would marry 
the same pex.wn they are now married to if they had it 
to do over again. 
I took the survey, and 19 said no. Only one said yesl 
After that I had a nightmare inwhich I called off my 
wedding. Help! (I'm Z0 and my fiance is 24.) 
CONFUSED IN PASSAIC 
~DEAR CONFUSED: if you're eonhlsed for any 
reason, postpone your wedding until your head is 
straight. It's much easier to tie the knot thun untie it. 
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's 
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write 
Ahby: 132 Lashy Dr,. Beverly Hills. Calif. 90Z12. En- 
close $1 and a king, stamped (28 cents), self-nddressnd 
envelope, please. 
Horoscope 
Wast kind of day ~ today 
be? To find out what the stars 
say, read the forecast given 
for your birth sign~ 
10/V',  (Mar. ~1 to Apr. 
Let confidence be your 
guide to action. Get in touch 
with tlme at a dlstanes, make 
travel plans, and look forward 
to the future. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. = to May 20) o ,~t '  
Joint investments and real 
estate matters hould prosper 
today. Make fInancial 
arraugemente fur property 
improvements and major 
purchases. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
You can trust in love today 
and dcse oues inspire your 
t~ld~g. Let some of your 
enthusiasm find creative 
outieis right now. 
c~c~ auly =)@~::~ 
(June 21 to 
Msonilghters will find this a 
good time to find an extra Job 
that can be done at home. 
Others will spend extra cash 
on something special. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. ~ ) ~  
The accent is on pleasure, 
though those involved in 
creative work will find that 
luck is with t.bem. Also, in- 
vestment oppedunities look 
good. 
VIRGO up t&  (Aus. = to Sept. =) 
The perfect day for house 
hunting or enjoying the 
confforts of your own hearth. 
Family interests are 
favorably highlighted. 
lIBRA 
(sept. = to o~ =) J~-e~ 
Your personality should 
sparkle In a social situation 
and others are responsive to 
your ideas. The ~*Itten and 
spoken word -are' favorably 
accented. 
SCORPIO 
(oct. = to Nov. =l) m,~ik" 
A good time to ask for a 
raise, and even ff you're 
turned down, career and 
financial matters should 
prosper. Seek opp~ty~ 
SAGITTARIUS .~e 
(~v: = to Dec. =1) ~¢tP" 
z'mce the initiative in 
mnidn8 travel plans or in 
pitehl~ in on a group project. 
Seek an opportunity to make 
your views known. 
CAPRICORN 5 .a t~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19) vd ~1~" 
Beldnd-the-scones action 
leads to career and financial 
benefits. You can aceomplbh 
much in a private con. 
vereation with a superior. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb, 18) 
A social event could lead to 
an introduction to a future 
romantic interest. Travel 
plans with friends can now be 
solidified, and marital or 
romantic affairs prosper! 
PISCES 
(~eb. ~0 to Mar. 2O) n~ 
Do your best at work today, 
as h i . r -ups  will take notice. 
All career-related matters are 
favored and some will gain 
recognition. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
leader, somewhat of a loner, 
and a true individualist. Self. 
dlsofpline combined with a 
willingness to finish what you 
undertake will help you 
succeed. Whatever you do, 
you'll put your personal stamp 
on it, and the world will know 
you an a person who has the 
courage to do his or her own 
thing. In a career you need a 
major interest. Occupations in 
which you'll find happiness 
include law, science, politics, 
selling and theatrical par. 
suite. Birthdate of Woody 
Allen, film director and 
writer; Bette Midlor, singer; 
and Mary Martin, musical 
comedy star. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
I Word with 
away 
5 Tardy 
9 React to a 
tear-jerker 
12 Operatic 
solo 
13 Bakery 
worker 
14 Lincoln or 
Fortos 
15 Fine soil 
16 Word with 
movie or 
shooting 
17-  Yutang 
18 Garden 
equipment 
19 Nervous 
development 
28 Storted a
I 
36 Colleague 54 "Have you 9 Bargain 
37 Vane -- wool?" hunter's 
direction 55 Ready, in prey 
38 Single unit Paris 10 Theatrical 
39 Stagger 56 Carry on award 
4Z Penpoint DOWN 11 Fold 
44 Once, 1 Dress 29 Bicycle 
once ornament ~ Early years 
48 Pindaric 2 Musical 24 Civil offense 
opus group 25 RR stop 
49 Colehos ox 3 Rembrandt 26 Poet's 
50 Highway used them word 
division 4 Source of Z~ French 
51 Singer power conjunctions 
Torme 5 Catalogued 29 Also 
52 Word with 6 Play opener 30 Hockey star 
hard 7 Darjeeling 31Volley-ball 
53 Latin milieu equipment 
catch-all 8 Wander 35 Unit of 
Average solution time: 22 min. money, 
familiarly 
36 Blue shade 
2 3 4 
12 
15 
18 
25 26 27 
32 
34 
N_I_LN.." 
39 40  41 
48 
51 
54 
I"-I e =' Ne  3O 31 
i I 
-,° 
I I 
m- N  o,I I I =,  
I I NP I  
golf game l 
2166, for one 
25 Labor ors. 
25 Like some 
prunes 
28 Microscopic 
unit 
32 Church 
payment 
Gave one's 
word 
34 Concur 
11-11 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
eRYI'TOqUJP 
38Ci ty in l ta l i sEL JFGLV ENPDJAV SNPD 
40TV actre~: 
Barbara-- 
41 Wriggling 
43 Hercules' 
captive 
45 Pro --  
46 Hmm 
problem 
41 Prefix with 
kinesls 
49 Viper 
11-11 
BGAX FA-  
M JFXLDH GBH N JESDGBGXFVM 
Yesterday's Cryptoqnip -- EBBING DESERT MIRAGE 
MADE SANE MAN DEMENTED. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: H equals D 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution Is acoompllsbed bytrial and error. 
1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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B.C. .By Johnny Hart 
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